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Abstract
Solar sails are spacecraft that utilise the Solar Radiation Pressure, the force generated by
impinging photons, to propel themselves. Conventional actuators are not suitable for con-
trolling the attitude of solar sails therefore specific attitude control methods have been
devised to tackle this. One of these methods is to change the centre of pressure with respect
to the center of mass thus creating a torque. Reflectivity Control Devices (RCDs) have been
proposed and successfully used to change the centre of pressure. Current methods that utilise
RCDs have control authority over two axis only with no ability to control the torque about
the normal of the sail surface. This thesis extends the state of the art and demonstrates
3-axis control by generating arbitrary torque vectors within a convex polyhedron.
Two different RCD materials are considered, transmission and diffusion technologies both
compatible with the proposed concept. A number of metrics have been developed which
facilitate the comparison of different sail configurations. One of these metics is the sun map
which is a graphic representation of the sun angles for which control authority is maintained.
An iterative design process is presented which makes use of the metrics developed and aids
in the design of a sail which meets the mission requirements and constraints. Moreover,
the effects of different parameters on the performance of the proposed control concept are
discussed. For example it is shown that by alternating the angle between the edge and middle
RCDs the control authority increases. The concept’s scalability has been investigated and
a hybrid control scheme has been devised which makes use of both RCDs and reaction
wheels. The RCDs are complemented by the reaction wheels to achieve higher slew rates
while in turn the RCDs desaturate the reaction wheels. Finally, a number of simulations are
conducted to verify the validity of the proposed concept.
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Bf non-Lambertian coefficients for back surface (not facing the sun)
Bf non-Lambertian coefficients for front surface (facing the sun)
d de-rating of maximum angular acceleration
e quaternion error
g standard sea-level gravity acceleration (9.81m/s2)
I Inertia matrix
Iw reaction wheel inertia
Isp specific impulse
kτ torque scaling factor
km momentum damping factor
kr RCD reflectivity scaling factor
mp mass of the payload
msc mass of sailcraft
ms mass of the solar sail
nr number of RCDs in the specific sail configuration
r⊕ distance between the Sun and the Earth
rs distance between the Sun and the sail
T time constant of integral control
tl control loop period in seconds
Tm mission duration
P = 4.563 ×10−6N/m2 the nominal solar radiation pressure constant at 1 astro-
nomical unit (AU)
R reflectivity of the front surface
x
Chapter 1
Introduction
It has long been envisioned by forward thinkers that large spacecraft powered by the sun
would ferry humanity among the stars. The first artificial satellite was launched only 59
years ago. The human understanding of space and technology has increased dramatically
since then. Still, no propulsion technique has been invented that would allow humanity to
cross the boundary of our solar system in reasonable amount of time. Now technology is
reaching the point where dreams of solar sailing can start becoming a reality. Solar sails
could be the solution and constitute the next step of space propulsion.
Solar sails rely on the Sun for their propulsion. The impinging photons impart momentum
to the sail constantly accelerating it. This constant acceleration paves the way for a number
of exciting missions and orbits that would not be otherwise possible. One such mission is the
creation of artificial Lagrange points. Other missions include comet rendezvous and polar
orbits about the Sun.
1.1 Motivation
Attitude control is crucial for a solar sail to maintain its planned trajectory due to the
inhered link between the sail’s attitude and the trajectory it will follow. The large inertias
and long mission durations associated with solar sails make conventional attitude actuators
unsuitable for controlling the attitude of solar sails. A number of different attitude control
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methods have been devised specifically for solar sails. One of them is to offset the centre of
pressure with respect to the center of mass in order to create a torque.
Reflectivity Control Devices (RCD) have been proposed and successfully used to change
the centre of pressure. Current methods that utilise RCDs have control authority over two
axis only with no ability to control the torque about the normal of the sail surface. The
ability to control the torque independently about all the axis would allow for a versatile
system which could be tailored to meet a broader range of mission requirements.
1.2 Research Aim
The aim of this research is to develop a 3-axis attitude control system specifically for solar
sails that will utilise RCDs and will have control authority over all three axis. This system
should be compatible with the long mission durations that solar sails tend to have and be
capable of heliocentric orbits.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
The list below highlights the main contributions of this research effort to the attitude control
of solar sails.
 A new system that utilises RCDs has been developed that allows the arbitrary genera-
tion of torque vectors within a convex polyhedron. This allows torques to be produced
independently over all three axis. By adjusting its parameters torques of the same
magnitude can be generated for all axis. In the current state of the art controlled
torque can not be generated along the sail’s normal. This thesis shows a way by which
this can be achieved.
 The effects of several parameters on the performance of the concept have been analysed
and this analysis can serve as a design guide for the solar sail designer
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 Several comparison metrics were created to allow the effectiveness of different config-
urations to be quantified and compared
 A hybrid control law was developed that utilises both RCDs and reaction wheels to
improve the performance especially as the sail size increases.
 The effectiveness of the control concept was demonstrated through simulations
1.4 Thesis Structure
This thesis is composed of seven chapters and two appendices. After this introductory
chapter, chapter 2 presents an overview and the fundamentals of solar sails and their
attitude control. The use of RCDs in solar sails is reviewed along with the RCD materials .
Chapter 3 expands on the use of RCDs for attitude control and introduces the new con-
trol concept which uses these devices to achieve independent axis control. Furthermore, a
number of metrics are introduced which are used to evaluate the performance of various sail
configurations and the control torque generated. An example is presented which shows how
net torque of the same magnitude can be independently produced for each axis. In addition
to that, the design process is illustrated which makes use of the developed metrics.
Chapter 4 investigates the effect various sail parameters have on the performance of this
concept. This chapter can act as a guide in order to enable the designer to optimise the
solar sail for a given set of mission requirements.
Chapter 5 pertains to the control of the RCD torques in order to perform the commanded
manoeuvre. It presents the control law that will be used and introduces the developed hy-
brid control law which can be used to improve the performance of the concept. The unique
ways of saturating the torque and assigning the torque coefficients are discussed.
Chapter 6 introduces the simulation environment that is used in this thesis and using the
analysis of the previous chapters demonstrates through simulation the ability of the pro-
posed concept to control the attitude of a solar sail.
The main body of this thesis is concluded with chapter 7 whereby the conclusions and
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the future work are presented. Furthermore, two appendices are included. Appendix A
presents supplementary simulation results and Appendix B proves a summary of the major
proposed and actual solar sail missions.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 History of Solar Sails
James Clerck Maxwell in 1864 was the first person to theorise about the presence of solar
radiation pressure in his paper “A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic Field“ [1].
After thirty years, in 1901 the Russian physicist Peter Lebedew proved it experimentally [2].
Surprisingly enough though it was not scientists that proposed the usage of solar radiation
pressure as means of propulsion but science fiction writers such as Jules Verne in 1865
and B. Krasnogorskii in 1913. The first proposed concept of using light to propel ships by
means of photonic engines was in 1920 by Konstantine Tsiolkovsky and the first technical
publication on the subject was in 1924 by Fredrik Tsander. In his paper Tsander identified
several useful configurations and made calculations of interplanetary trajectories by solar
sailing spacecraft. It was Tsander who actually coined the term solar sailing. The concept
of solar sailing lay dormant for approximately thirty years and it was not until 1951 when
an American aeronautical engineer Carl Wiley revived the idea. Fearing for his professional
credibility Wiley published an article in “Astounding Science Fiction“ under the pseudonym
of Russel Sanders [3]. He discussed the design of a feasible solar sail and strategies for orbit
raising. After this revival of solar sail many conceptual missions have been proposed but it
was not until 2010 when the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) [4] successfully
launched the first solar sail. A time-line of the history of solar sail is shown in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.1: Solar sail historical timeline [5]
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2.2 Fundamentals of Solar Sailing
2.2.1 Solar Sail Configurations
A solar sail is propelled by the impinging photons on its surface, as such, the primary goal
of any solar sail is to provide a large highly reflective surface with as little supporting mass
as possible which will be easy to manufacture and will deploy reliably. In order to maintain
the flat surface, mechanical tension needs to be applied. The different ways of applying this
mechanical force gives rise to three configurations as shown in figure 2.2.
(a) Square Sail (b) Heliogyro
(c) Spinning Disk Sail
Figure 2.2: Solar Sail configurations [6]
The first configuration figure 2.2(a) is that of a 3-axis stabilised square sail. This design
which has four deployable booms cantilevered from the central load bearing hub is the most
efficient configuration in terms of sail loading [7]. The major difficulty of a square sail is
in packing and deployment. The sail requires long supporting booms which add significant
mass and require numerous operations during deployment thus increasing the risk of failure.
However, this sail configuration allows for inertially fixed attitude and therefore all the
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methods described in the following section relate to this configuration. The advantage of a
square sail is that 3-axis attitude control can be achieved easier enabling the easy change of
sun angle with good pointing accuracy.
Alternatively, instead of square sails, another configuration is that of the spin stabilised
heliogyro figure 2.2(b) which does not require supporting booms. The sail film is divided into
a number of long slender blades (in the order of hundreds of meters) attached to a central
load bearing hub at one end and a small mass at the other. By rotating the blades of the
heliogyro, a windmill effect can be generated which can control the rate of spin. The rotation
of the individual blades generates asymmetric forces inducing torques which will precess the
spin axis providing limited control authority. Rotating long unsupported individual blades
with the precision required to control the attitude is very difficult. The main advantage
of heliogyros is the ease of blade storage and deployment. The large individual blades are
unrolled during deployment due to the centrifugal force generated by the spinning sailcraft.
The cyclic blade rotations required for attitude manoeuvres may require support in the
form of end stiffeners which produce significant mass penalties and add complexity to the
deployment.
A spin stabilised sail figure 2.2(c) maintains its shape by spinning about a fixed axis. Small
masses are placed along the perimeter of the sail which create the tension required to keep the
sail flat. This spinning action introduces gyroscopic stability to the sail helping it maintain its
attitude since disturbances will result in precession of the spacecraft’s spin axis. Furthermore,
damage to the sail reduces the attitude system performance which can be partly mitigated
by the spinning. Additional support might be required through radial booms during attitude
manoeuvres. These type of sails potentially have the highest performance in terms of thrust
to mass ratio. The gyroscopic stability of the system results in a more complex attitude
control system. The first successful solar sail, IKAROS, used this configuration [8].
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2.2.2 Solar Radiation Pressure
When photons radiating from the sun impinge on a surface they transfer some of their
momentum. This momentum transfer is the propulsive force which accelerates a sailcraft and
it is known as Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP). There are a number of different theoretical
models for solar radiation pressure and the way it exerts a force on a surface. The optical
force model assumes that a solar sail is not a perfect reflector so some photons will be
absorbed (ρα), some will be specularly reflected (ρs) and the rest will be diffusely reflected
(ρd) [9] assuming that there is no transmission. Their relationship is given by:
ρα + ρs + ρd = 1 (2.1)
The force exerted by on the sail’s surface according to McIness [7] is given by:
Fs =PAs
{
(1 +Rρs)cos
2as +Bf (1− ρs)Rcosas + (1−R)εfBf − εbBb
εf + εb
cosas
}
n+
PAs(1−Rρs)cosassinast (2.2)
where:
Fs force generated by the sail
n is the normal direction to the sail
t is the tangential component
P = 4.563×10−6N/m2 the nominal solar radiation pressure constant at 1 astronomical
unit (AU) from the Sun
As sail area facing the sun (front surface)
as Sun angle (angle between the Sun line and the sail normal)
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rˆ s εf εb Bf Bm
Ideal sail 1 1 0 0 2/3 2/3
JPL’s sail 0.88 0.94 0.05 0.55 0.79 0.55
Table 2.1: Optical coefficients for an ideal sail and JPL’s square sail [7]
R reflectivity of the front surface
εf and εb front and back surface emissivity
Bf and Bb non-Lambertian coefficients for front and back surfaces
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) as part of their study of the rendezvous with
coment Halley have carried tests to find the optical properties of actual sail membrane,
these are listed in table 2.1 along with the ideal sail parameters.
Equation 2.2 has been re-formulated by Wie [10] assuming the sail to be flat and perfectly
reflective (R = 1,ρa = 0). This simplified equation divides the force into the tangential and
normal component with respect to the sail plane.
Fs =Fnn+ Ftt (2.3)
Fn =− PA
[
(1 + ρs) cos
2as + 2/3ρdcosas
]
(2.4)
Ft =− PA (1− ρs) cosassinas (2.5)
The solar radiation pressure is inversely proportional to the square of the separation from
the sun. Since the nominal SRP constant is given at 1AU it needs to be multiplied by
(
r⊕
rs
)2
.
With r⊕ being distance between Sun and the Earth and rs the distance between the Sun
and the sail. Unless otherwise stated, all the calculations performed throughout this thesis
are for a sail at 1AU .
From equations 2.4 and 2.5 it can be seen that for surfaces with thigh specular reflectivity,
the majority of the force generated will be along the normal of the sail as shown in figure
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2.3
Figure 2.3: Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP) force components
The SRP force of a reflective surface in terms of the normal n and Sun vector S is given
by
F =PA(S · n)
{
(1− ρs)S +
[
2ρs(S · n) + 2
3
ρd
]
n
}
(2.6)
2.2.3 Sail Design Metrics
Traditional propulsion systems utilise the specific impulse as means of comparison. Solar
sails do not eject any reaction mass therefore the same metric cannot be used. For solar
sails, three specific performance metrics are used that describe the efficiency of a sail design.
These are: the sail loading, the characteristic acceleration and the lightness number. The
sail loading σ is simply the total mass (msc) per unit area (As) usually measured in g/m
2.
σ =
msc
As
(2.7)
The characteristic acceleration a0 is used to objectively compare the acceleration of dif-
ferent sail designs. This is achieved by dividing the SRP at 1AU by the sail loading.
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a0 =
2ηP
σ
(2.8)
Where η is the sail efficiency which depends on the optical properties of the sail as well
as the billowing and wrinkling of the sail.
The ratio of maximum vehicle acceleration divided by the Sun’s local gravity at 1 AU is
the lightness factor λ which is dimensionless. Due to the fact that both gravity and light
pressure decrease as the inverse square of the distance from the Sun the lightness number
is independent of the distance from the sun and it can be used to define the types of orbit
manoeuvres that are possible for a given solar sail.
λ =
a0
5.93
(2.9)
In order to compare the solar sail performance with the rest of the propulsion technologies
a modified specific impulse equation is defined as:
Isp ∼ a0Tm
g
ln
(
ms +mp
mp
)−1
(2.10)
Tm is the mission duration
g is the standard sea-level gravity acceleration (9.81m/s2)
ms is the mass of the solar sail
mp is the mass of the payload
Consequently, solar sails excel in long-duration missions (figure 2.4) as they in principle
produce continuous ∆v = a0Tm, without requiring any propellant, while in the presence of
SRP.
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Figure 2.4: Solar sail effective specific impulse as a function of mission duration [7]
2.2.4 Centre of Mass and Centre of Pressure
Two important concepts in solar sails are the Centre of Mass (CoM) and the Centre of
Pressure (CoP). Centre of Mass is the mean location of all the mass in a system and is
the point where if a force is applied upon the system, it causes it to move in the direction
of the force without rotation. Similarly, Centre of Pressure is a point on a body where
the sum of all the pressures act causing a force. A solar sail is statically stable when the
CoM is between the CoP and the Sun [9] as indicated by figure 2.5. When the sail deviates
away from its neutral sun pointing position a restoring torque is produced. This restoring
force causes the solar sail’s dynamic behaviour to be like a pendulum or analogous to that
of a gravity-gradient stabilised satellite. If the CoM lies behind the CoP then the sail is
unstable and behaves like an inverted pendulum. This dynamic behaviour is complicated
by the inertial cross coupling and the roll of the sail. Most of the research for performing
attitude control on solar sails concentrates around utilising the restoring force generated by
offsetting either the CoM or the CoP. As a result of manufacturing defects and deployment
issues there will most likely be a CoP/CoM offset which will cause a constant disturbance
torque on the sailcraft trying to align it with its natural Sun pointing position. This offset
is usually assumed to be 0.25% [10].
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Figure 2.5: Solar sail static stability
The CoP of a flat reflective surface is calculated by finding its centroid. The centroid of the
non-intersecting polygon is the point (Cx, Cy) given n vertices (x0, y0), (x0, y0), ..., (xn−1, yn−1)
which are numbered in order of their occurrence along the polygon’s perimeter. For tilted
surfaces, a centroid vector from the point of rotation is generated and then rotated.
Cx =
1
6A
n−1∑
i=0
(xi + xi+1)(xiyi+1 − xi+1yi) (2.11)
Cy =
1
6A
n−1∑
i=0
(yi + yi+1)(xiyi+1 − xi+1yi) (2.12)
A =
1
2
n−1∑
i=0
(xiyi+1 − xi+1yi) (2.13)
The torque generated is given by:
τ = r × F (2.14)
Where
τ is the generated torque
r is the torque arm, the distance between the sail CoM and the CoP of the RCD or
sail
F is the applied Force
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2.2.5 Solar Sail Spiral Orbits
Since solar sails are continuously accelerating, their orbits are quite different from the usual
ballistic orbits followed by conventional spacecraft. As shown earlier in figure 2.3 the Sun
angle has an effect on the direction of the force vector. By choosing a negative or positive sail
pitch angle the solar sail can be made to spiral inwards towards the Sun 2.6(a) or outwards
away from the Sun 2.6(b). The optimal angle for maximising the transverse component
is 35.26◦ often this is the selected desired pitch orientation for interplanetary solar sail
missions in heliocentric orbits [7]. As such, constant precise attitude control is imperative
for the completion of any mission using solar sails.
(a) Inwards spiral with a Sun angle of −35◦ for 30
days
(b) Outwards spiral with a Sun angle of +35◦ for
900 days
Figure 2.6: Solar sail spiral trajectories [7]
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2.3 Conventional Attitude Control Actuators and Meth-
ods
2.3.1 Spin Stabilisation
Spin stabilisation is one of the simplest and most cost effective methods to control the at-
titude of a spacecraft. The spacecraft or a part of it, is usually spun around the axis with
the largest principal inertia. In the case of solar sail this axis is normal to the sail plane.
This spin dynamically stabilises the sail due to gyroscopic stiffness, it effectively nullifies
disturbances around the other two axis, as such, the sailcraft can sustain its desired orient-
ation in the presence of a CoM/CoP offset. In order to counteract the disturbance torques
present, the spin must be maintained and controlled. A number of different methods have
been employed in past conceptual studies to control the spin rate. Cosmos 1 [11] was con-
structed using discrete tilted vanes creating a windmill effect. Both Team Encounter in their
ST5 proposal [7] and IKAROS [8] by JAXA used reaction control system (RCS) thrusters
to maintain the spin of the sailcraft. An attitude change of a spin stabilised spacecraft is
usually performed by a forced precession of the spin axis by a series of pulsed thrust ac-
tuations to generate a torque synchronised with the spin rate. In IKAROS these torques
are generated by the change of reflectivity of its RCD panels. Bong Wie [12] simulated a
40m × 40m solar sail with a spin rate of 0.3 to 0.5/s. The pointing error of this sailcraft
with an CoM/CoP offset of 0.1m is about 1◦.
2.3.2 Magnetic Torquer
Magnetic torquers rely on the interaction with the ambient magnetic field to generate torque.
They can be passive which means a permanent magnet is used to align the spacecraft with
the magnetic field as it orbits or they can be active. Active magnetic control consists of
an electromagnet which can generate maximum torque when its is perpendicular to the
surrounding magnetic field. No torque is generated when it is parallel to the magnetic field,
because of this and the range of torque generated, magnetic torquers are not very suitable as
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primary actuators for the attitude control of traditional spacecraft. They can be used instead
to desaturate reaction wheels and in combination form a viable attitude control system. For
interplanetary travel which is the main interest of this thesis they are not suitable due to
the fact that no magnetic field will be present.
2.3.3 Momentum Exchange Devices
Momentum exchange devices are the cornerstone of attitude control. These actuators are
comprised of an electric motor spinning a mass. By changing the velocity of the rotating
wheel, momentum can be added or removed from the spacecraft, thus controlling its attitude.
Consequently, large wheels are required to perform the attitude manouevres due to the large
inertia associated with solar sails. This adds mass to the sailcraft and reduces its efficiency.
As part of the NMP ST7 mission study, Wie [10] simulated a 40m × 40m earth orbiting
sailcraft. The study concluded that with a CoM/CoP offset of 0.1m, a pitch reaction wheel
with a storage capability of ±15Nms is required to counter both the solar-pressure and
orbital disturbance torques, therefore reaction wheels are a feasible solution in this case.
If a fixed desired Sun angle of 35◦ is required instead of it being Earth pointing, then the
reaction wheel momentum will grow by 100Nms per orbit causing the reaction wheels to
saturate quickly. Polities [13] tackles this problem by using magnetorquers to desaturate the
reaction wheels. He ha shown that a 31m× 31m sailcraft in a 1250Km circular orbit with a
0.2m CoM/CoP offset can be controlled using reaction wheels and magnetorquers [14, 15].
In the absence of a magnetic field, such as in a heliocentric orbit for interplanetary travel,
thrusters would be required to desaturate the reaction wheels. Conventional thrusters would
pose limitations on the mission’s lifetime. For small solar sails Pulse Plasma Thrusters could
be used for desaturation purposes.
2.3.4 Reaction Control System
A reaction control system utilises thrusters to generate the required control torques. This
is so because thrusters work by expelling a reaction mass. The use of these mass ejection
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systems as the primary method for attitude control is very limited given the required long
mission durations. Furthermore, in order to make the torque application of the thruster
greater, they are placed at the end of the booms to take full advantage of the long moment
arm. This means that fuel lines and cables need to be routed through the booms which
greatly increases the deployment complexity and the boom requirements. However, Micro
Pulsed Plasma Thrusters (PPT) would be more suitable due to their small size and low
power needs. Owing to the constant disturbance torques present, the PPT would require
to be constantly ON, thus consuming power. As a result PPTs in literature are suggested
as a secondary/backup system used for recovery from off-nominal conditions for example
when the Sun angle exceeds the primary ACS limits [16]. RCS have been successfully used
on IKAROS to complement the primary control system in controlling the roll of this spin
stabilised solar sail.
2.4 Solar Sail Specific Attitude Control Methods
A number of different attitude control methods have been suggested over the years spe-
cifically designed to be used for solar sailing. The CoM/CoP offset which quickly causes
reaction wheels to saturate and thrusters to run out of fuel can actually be used for attitude
control. These methods can be split in two different groups. The first group utilises thrust
vector control to shift the CoP with regards to a fixed CoM to produce the required control
torques. Alternatively, the second method adjusts the CoM/CoP offset by moving the CoM.
Methods belonging to these two groups used to control rigid square sails are described in
the next sections.
2.4.1 Centre of Pressure Offset Based Attitude Control Methods
Articulated/Control Vanes
Articulated or control vanes could be described as small movable reflective surfaces usually
attached at the tips of the booms. Vanes have been used on large asymmetric geostationary
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satellites for attitude control or to desaturate their reaction wheels. Wie derives the dynamic
equation for control vanes utilising four vanes gimballed in two axis for redundancy [12].
Vanes can be used independently to provide full 3-axis attitude control. The vanes need
to at least provide a torque twice as large as the expected CoM/CoP offset disturbance
torque [12]. To provide the large torque, vanes need to be placed at the tips of the booms
to have a large moment arm, which adds risk to the deployment. [17, 18]
Figure 2.7: Sunjammer with 4 articulated vanes at the ends of the booms [18]
Sail Plane
The same principle as with articulated vanes is employed, only this time instead of changing
the CoP by moving the vanes, the sail plane itself is moved. The ends of the solar sail are
attached to spars which are mounted on rotatable booms as seen in figure 2.8. By rotating
the booms a windmill effect is generated controlling the roll of the sail. The bottom of the
sail plane is translated along the roll axis tilting the sail plane controlling the pitch and yaw.
The large surface of the sail plane requires only small movements which need to be done
very slowly so as to not excite the sail and cause vibrations. This system is highly nonlinear
with numerous indeterminable variables such as wrinkles and bellowing.
Another method of control is to mount reflective solar surfaces on rotating booms attached
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Figure 2.8: NMP ST6 proposal using spreader bars for tilting the sail [12]
to the solar sail bus structure. This way the attitude control system is decoupled from the
sail plane [19]. As discussed earlier the torque generated needs to be twice that of the
disturbances. Large solar panels will therefore be required due to the small moment arm
and their low reflectivity. Large solar panels will cause large shadows on the sail plane
causing decreased performance and more non- linearity. Furthermore, the tilting of the solar
panels will have an adverse effect on their power generation efficiency.
2.4.2 Centre of Mass Offset Based Attitude Control Methods
As mentioned earlier, the CoM can be offset to generate the required control torque. The
major advantage of doing this is that the attitude control system is decoupled from the sail
and no risk is added to the deployment. The major disadvantage though, is that CoM offset
systems sometimes add parasitic mass to the system, increasing sail loading and decreasing
the efficiency. Moreover, these techniques can only produce torque in only two axis with
disturbance torque created about the roll axis. In that respect, another control actuator is
needed to perform full 3-axis control or underactuated control techniques may be used.
Gimballed Mass
The gimballed mass method utilises a 2-axis gimballed deployable boom with a mass at the
tip [10]. The tip mounted mass may contain instruments or be the bus itself so that parasitic
mass is not added. This method was proposed as part of the New Millennium Program Space
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Technology 7 program. A 40m× 40m sail in a geocentric orbit utilising this technique was
simulated by Wie [9]. State space representation and a linear quadratic regulator were
used to derive the control gains. The effectiveness of this method was demonstrated in the
presence of a CoM/CoP offset and gravity gradient disturbances. The derived conclusion
was that further study needs to be carried out especially in the presence of mission/hardware
constrains. An added advantage of this method is that as the boom rotates, its reaction
force aids in the attitude change of the sail by applying a force on to it.
Figure 2.9: NMP ST7 proposed 3-axis stabilised solar sail using a two axis gimballed boom
with tip mounted vanes [9]
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Figure 2.10: Solar Polar Image mission trim control mass system [20]
Trim Control Mass
The trim control mass method utilises small masses running along the length of the booms to
change the CoM with respect to the CoP. This control method was proposed for use on the
Solar Polar Imager mission [20–24]. As the name implies this mission intended to image the
poles of the Sun. Because of the large∆v required to place a satellite in a 75◦ orbit around the
Sun, a solar sail would be an ideal solution. In this mission masses of 5kg which could move
±100m were used to control a 160m×160m 450kg solar sail. A variable limit saturation PID
controller was employed with success. Romagnoli [25] used a combination of feed-forward
and feedback controllers to perform the same task. This consisted of an open loop controller
which only applied algebraic equations to determine the state vector of the system and the
actuator demands to perform the desired manoeuvre, whereas a complementing feedback
controller handled any disturbances. A proportional controller using only lead compensation
has also been utilised to independently control each axis treating the cross coupling between
the two as a disturbance torque [61]. Nevertheless, the TCM comes with some disadvantages,
the first being that parasitic mass is added increasing the sail loading and the second being
the need for a lanyard system inside the booms which increased the risk of deployment. One
possible solution devised to mitigate the risk of deployment is to have separate deployable
booms for the TCM system which are not part of the membrane support, decoupling the
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sail from the attitude control system [5]. The length of these booms, for practical reasons
needs to be kept small so much larger parasitic masses are necessary in order to displace the
CoM by the same required distance.
2.5 Review of RCD use in Solar Sails
The use of RCDs for attitude control is a fairly new concept compared to the other methods
such as the trim control mass or articulated vanes. This could be partly attributed to the
unavailability of the required devices. After the launch of IKAROS however, there was a
boom in research relating to this method.
Figure 2.11: Images of IKAROS from a detached on-board camera [26]
IKAROS [4, 8, 26–28] (Interplanetary Kite-craft Accelerated by Radiation Of the Sun)
was the first successful solar sail launched on May 2010 that headed towards Venus. It had
a mass of 316kg and was a 20m × 20m spin stabilised solar sail. A few weeks after launch
the successful deployment was captured by a detached on-board camera as shown in figure
2.11. It had a reaction control system to spin the sail at 2.5 revolutions per minute and novel
variable reflectivity LCDs as an experiment to control attitude. IKAROS on Jul. 9, 2010
successfully demonstrated acceleration using SRP and on Jul. 23, 2010 the experimental
RCD based attitude control system was activated [29]. This utilised the timed activation of
its RCDs to generate the required torques as illustrated by figure 2.12. Using this method,
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control torques over two axis could be generated while the roll of the sail was controlled using
a reaction control system. Disturbance torque was observed affecting the roll torque when
the RCD panels were in use [8]. IKAROS successfully completed its mission of a flyby with
Venus and entered into an extended mission. As of March 2012 IKAROS’s attitude control
has degraded resulting in unexpected sail motion which forces it in and out of hibernation.
Since then contact has been established whenever it exits from hibernation. The RCDs used
by IKAROS are discussed in section 2.6.1.
Figure 2.12: IKAROS timed activation of RCDs [29]
Borggrafe [30] et al. have adapted the use of RCD panels for a square non-spinning sail. In
their paper, they show that 2-axis control can be realised using discrete RCD devices. The
sail is separated into a matrix of RCDs encompassing the whole of the sails surface. They
used a quaternion feedback controller to simulate attitude manoeuvres ignoring the rotation
around the z, roll, axis stating that using their concept no torques about the sail z-axis,
normal to the surface, can be generated. Furthermore, the concept of using RCD devices
is extended to using a sail whose whole surface reflectivity can be changed or limited fixed
large sections instead of having a matrix of RCDs [31]. A closed form equation is presented
for choosing the section of the sail whose reflectivity must be changed given specific torque
demands and cone angles.
RCDs primarily in the form of MEMS mirrors have also been suggested for use in small
chip size sailcraft by Weis [32]. He proposed to arrange the mirrors in such a way as to
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create a controllable windmill spin effect. Kislov [33] suggests that if panels in a windmill
configuration are combined with panels on the sail surface, 3-axis control could be achieved.
The use of RCD panels has also been suggested by Guerrant [34, 35] for use with heliogyros.
In his concept, the torque generated by the RCD is not used to provide control torques but
instead to dampen the pitch disturbance stemming from the twist of the long unsupported
blades of the heliogyro.
2.6 RCD Material
Variable transmitance material is in everyday use in the form of ”smart glass”. This is a spe-
cial type of glass which can utilise one of a number of technologies such as electrochromatic,
photochromatic and thermochromatic technology to change the transmission properties of
the glass. These technologies change the glass from translucent to transparent. Two types of
different materials are considered, ones which change from a diffused to a specular reflecting
state and the others which change from a high specular reflecting state to a high transmissive
state. The work done in the chapters that follow is equally valid for both types of RCD due
to the similarity of the toqrue generated.
2.6.1 Diffusion RCD
If the glass of the ”smart glass” is replaced by a film of reflective material as shown in figure
2.13 then, the assembly can alternate from a diffused reflection state to a specular reflection
state. This type of RCDs are referred to as diffusion RCDs in this thesis.
In figure 2.14(a) the two states of a commercial ”smart glass” can be seen. By applying
a voltage to two electrodes that sandwich liquid crystal components, the orientation of
the crystal changes making the glass transition from diffuse transmission state to a regular
transmission. The commercial ”smart slass”technology was re-engineered by JAXA to create
thin-film radiation tolerant RCDs, depicted in figure 2.14(b), which can switch between
a diffused reflection state and a specular reflection state. The optical parameters were
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Figure 2.13: RCD structure [33]
measured using a spectrometer for wavelengths between 250nm to 2000nm. The results of
this are shown in figures 2.14(c), 2.14(d) and table 2.2.
State ρs ρd ρa
ON 0.38 0.20 0.42
OFF 0.08 0.47 0.45
∆ 0.30
∆ -0.27
Table 2.2: Ikaros RCD optical parameters
where ∆Cs is the specular reflectivity difference between the two states and ∆Cd is the
diffused reflectivity difference.
The IKAROS RCDs could change their optical parameters by about 30%. Guerrant
[34, 35] in his simulations he used an advanced version of the RCDs and assumed that
they will be able to change their optical parameters by 60%. Also, Kislov [36] presents two
samples of electrochromatic devices of two different thickness, 125µm and 6µm, of the RCD
structure as in figure 2.13. Images of these electrochromatic devices and graphs of their test
results have been included as figure 2.15 and figure 2.16 respectively. It is shown that the
change of reflectance of the 125µm is 60% while it becomes 33% for the 6µm.
From Kislov’s [33] test results it is not unrealistic that in the near future radiation tolerant
RCDs will be able to achieve 60% effificeny. Based on that, the optical parameters in table
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(a) ”Smart Glass” ON/OFF state (b) Ikaros RCD ON/OFF state
(c) Reflectivity of RCD OFF state (d) Reflectivity of RCD ON state
Figure 2.14: Images of ”smart glass” and IKAROS RCDs along with the Reflectivity plots [8]
Figure 2.15: Electrochromatic devices built on PET film of 125µm (a,b) and 6µm (c,d)
thick. Figures (a) and (c) show low reflective state while (b) and (d) show high reflective
state [33]
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Figure 2.16: Spectral reflectance of electrochromatic devices built on PET film of 125µm
(a) and 6µm (b) thick [33].
Sail RCD
State ρs ρd ρs ρd
ON 0.83 0.08 0.63 0.08
OFF - - 0.03 0.68
Table 2.3: Diffusion RCD optical parameters used in simulations
2.3 will be used for the simulations throughout this thesis when diffusion RCDs are simulated.
2.6.2 Transmission RCD
Unlike the diffusion RCDs, this type of RCD referred to as Transmission RCD in this thesis,
change between a state of high specular reflectivity to a state of high transmission. These
materials are commercially marketed as ”switchable mirrors”. One such device utilises solid
state thin film liquid crystal material to switch between the two states with 87% change and
only 0.7% reflectance at the off state [37]. Furthermore, the transition speed between states
is nominally 10-100ms and can be set to in between states. An example of this mirror in
operation and its spectral response can be seen in figure 2.17.
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(a) ”Switchable mirror” reflective state (b) ”Switchable mirror” transmission state
(c) Reflectivity response (d) Transmission response
Figure 2.17: Example of commercial ”switchable mirror” [37]
Equation 2.6 is adapted to this type of RCD by adding a transmission factor, ρτ , ranging
from 0 to 1 and it becomes:
F = (1− ρτ )PA(S · n)
{
(1− ρs)S +
[
2ρs(S · n) + 2
3
ρd
]
n
}
(2.15)
A transmission factor of 0.6 will be used in this thesis as shown in table 2.4 for simulations
which is line with that of the diffusion RCDs .
Sail RCD
State ρs ρd ρτ ρs ρd ρτ
ON 0.83 0.08 0.00 0.63 0.08 0.00
OFF - - - 0.03 0.68 0.60
Table 2.4: Transmission RCD optical parameters used in simulations
Chapter 3
Concept
3.1 3-Axis control using RCD
RCDs have found a place in all the different shapes of solar sails. In this thesis RCDs are used
for 3-axis control of square sails generating control torques over all the axis independently.
A rigid flat square sail as in figure 3.1(a) is considered. In this example four different
RCDs are placed per sail side as shown in figure 3.1(b). After the sail has been deployed,
these RCDs are tilted permanently with a fixed angle as indicated in figure 3.1(c). This
tilting action could be implemented using spring loaded RCDs or using shape memory alloy
materials or other mechanical means. The RCDs will be generating different torque vectors
when they are facing the sun as in figure 3.1(c). By adjusting the reflectivity of the RCDs
and thereby the torque generated by each one, an arbitary torque vector within a convex
polyhedron can be created. Depending on the RCD angle, the torques along each axis can
be adjusted to have the same order of magnitude if required.
A rigid sail as in figure 3.1(d) whose axis name indicates the positive axis direction and
with the parameters of table 3.1 is considered. The force equation 2.15 along with the
optical parameters listed in table 2.4 are used to generate the force for each RCD. For ease
of manufacturing and to facilitate the tilting required, rectangular RCDs are used in this
thesis with each RCD having a local reference frame matching the sail’s reference frame
centred at its CoM. Since the RCD reflectivity will vary between two different values, each
30
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(d) Torque vestor of each RCD
Figure 3.1: Sail concept
RCD will produce a minimum and maximum force (equations 3.1 and 3.2). The forces
produced by the RCDs in this example are listed in table 3.2. The sun angle is determined
by a rotation around the X-axis followed by a rotation around the Y-axis of the sun vector
(0,0,-1).
τrmin = rr × Frmin (3.1)
τrmax = rr × Frmax (3.2)
Where
τrmin , τrmin is the minimum and maximum torque generated by the RCD respectively
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rr is the RCD torque arm, the distance between the sail CoM and the RCD CoP
Frmin , Frmin is the minimum and maximum force generated by the RCD respectively
Parameter Value
Sail size 20m× 20m
Sail area 304m2
CoP from CoM
(x,y,z)
(0, 0,−0.5)m
Sun angle (x,y) (0, 0)
RCD per side 4
RCD dimensions 4m× 1.5m
RCD total area 96m2
Angle A of RCDs 1,
4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 13, 16
17◦
Angle B of RCDs 2,
3, 6, 7, 10, 12, 14, 15
−15◦
Table 3.1: Solar Sail parameters
Using equations 3.1 and 3.2 with the data from tables 3.2 and 3.3 the minimum and
maximum torques for each RCD are generated and listed in table 3.4.
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RCD force RCD
(×10−6N) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Frmin (X) -9.562 8.632 8.632 -9.562 0 0 0 0
Frmin (Y) 0 0 0 0 9.562 -8.632 -8.632 9.562
Frmin (Z) -40.894 -41.93 -41.93 -40.894 -40.894 -41.93 -41.93 -40.894
Frmax (X) -3.881 3.474 3.474 -3.881 0 0 0 0
Frmax (Y) 0 0 0 0 3.881 -3.474 -3.474 3.881
Frmax (Z) -37.907 -38.432 -38.432 -37.907 -37.907 -38.432 -38.432 -37.907
RCD force RCD
(×10−6N 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Frmin (X) 9.562 -8.632 -8.632 9.562 0 0 0 0
Frmin (Y) 0 0 0 0 -9.562 8.632 8.632 -9.562
Frmin (Z) -40.894 -41.93 -41.93 -40.894 -40.894 -41.93 -41.93 -40.894
Frmax (X) 3.881 -3.474 -3.474 3.881 0 0 0 0
Frmax (Y) 0 0 0 0 -3.881 3.474 3.474 -3.881
Frmax (Z) -37.907 -38.432 -38.432 -37.907 -37.907 -38.432 -38.432 -37.907
Table 3.2: Minimum and maximum force generated per RCD
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CoP distance (m)
RCD
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
rr (X) 9.217 9.224 9.224 9.217 6 2 -2 -6
rr (Y) 6 2 -2 -6 -9.217 -9.224 -9.224 -9.217
rr (Z) -0.719 -0.306 -0.306 -0.719 -0.719 -0.306 -0.306 -0.719
CoP distance (m)
RCD
(×10−6N 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
rr (X) -9.217 -9.224 -9.224 -9.217 -6 -2 2 6
rr (Y) -6 -2 2 6 9.217 9.224 9.224 9.217
rr (Z) -0.719 -0.306 -0.306 -0.719 -0.719 -0.306 -0.306 -0.719
Table 3.3: Torque arm rr
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RCD torque RCD
(×10−4Nm) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
τrmin (X) -2.454 -0.839 0.839 2.454 3.838 3.841 3.841 3.838
τrmin (Y) 3.838 3.841 3.841 3.838 2.454 0.839 -0.839 -2.454
τrmin (Z) 0.574 -0.173 0.173 -0.574 0.574 -0.173 0.173 -0.574
τrmax (X) -2.274 -0.769 0.769 2.274 3.522 3.535 3.535 3.522
τrmax (Y) 3.522 3.535 3.535 3.522 2.274 0.769 -0.769 -2.274
τrmax (Z) 0.233 -0.069 0.069 -0.233 0.233 -0.069 0.069 -0.233
RCD torque RCD
(×10−4Nm) 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
τrmin (X) 2.454 0.839 -0.839 -2.454 -3.838 -3.841 -3.841 -3.838
τrmin (Y) -3.838 -3.841 -3.841 -3.838 -2.454 -0.839 0.839 2.454
τrmin (Z) 0.574 -0.173 0.173 -0.574 0.574 -0.173 0.173 -0.574
τrmax (X) 2.274 0.769 -0.769 -2.274 -3.522 -3.535 -3.535 -3.522
τrmax (Y) -3.522 -3.535 -3.535 -3.522 -2.274 -0.769 0.769 2.274
τrmax (Z) 0.233 -0.069 0.069 -0.233 0.233 -0.069 0.069 -0.233
Table 3.4: Minimum and maximum torque generated per RCD
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kr
Case
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
3 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0.786
4 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
5 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
6 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
7 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
8 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
9 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.256 1
10 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
11 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
12 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
13 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
14 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
15 0 1 1 1 0 0 0.345 1
16 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0.155
Table 3.5: Reflectivity coefficients for the 8 test cases
For this specific example, it is assumed that the reflectivity of the RCDs can be varied
linearly from 0 to 1 which will cause it to generate the minimum and maximum torque
respectively. Eight different cases were selected with the reflectivity coefficients kr generated
and presented in table 3.5. The reflectivity coefficients for the first six cases generate the
minimum and maximum along a single axis while the other two generate different random
torque vectors. The reflectivity coefficients for each of the first six cases are graphically
shown in figure 3.2.
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τ = τrmin + (τrmax − τrmin) kr (3.3)
Using equation 3.3 and summing up the different torques produced, the net torque vectors
shown in table 3.6 are generated for each case.
Axis
Final torque generated for each case (×10−4Nm)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
X 1.744 -1.744 0 0 0 0 0.87 -0.994
Y 0 0 1.744 -1.744 0 0 1.368 -0.217
Z 0 0 0 0 1.776 -1.776 0.464 1.154
Table 3.6: Final torque vector generated for each test case
It can be seen that by using a combination of different RCDs at various fixed angles and
locations, torque can be selectively generated about any axis or combination of axis, by
controlling the optical properties of the RCD. Furthermore, torque vectors can have the
same order ofmagnitude. In the chapters to follow, the effect of different parameters on the
generated torque as well as how to control the various RCDs will be examined in more detail.
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(f) Case 6
Figure 3.2: RCD usage for the first 6 cases
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3.2 Torque and Control Envelope
In the previous section it was shown that by varying the reflectivity of the RCDs an arbitary
torque vector can be produced. If the different RCD states are projected in torque space, a
convex polyhedron is generated (figure 3.3) which shows the possible torque achieved. This
polyhedron is the torque enevelope.
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Figure 3.3: Examples of torque envelopes
To generate the torque enevelope, all possible combinations of the torque generated by
the RCDs ON and OFF states needs to be taken under consideration. On account of the
speed increase by performing matrix operations rather than loops when using MATLABr, all
possible state combinations were generated first. This results in a matrix with 2nr rows and
nr columns with two possible states (0 or 1). The ON torque of the RCDs is then multiplied
by the generated matrix while the OFF torque of the RCDs is multiplied by the logical NOT
of the combinations. The end product of the multiplications is then added to yield the final
torque. The above operation results in a 2nr of data points most of which are redundant
laying within the polyhedron. The final polyhedron is obtained by finding the convex hull.
Consequently, this operation results in the minimum number of points needed to generate
the torque envelope. When dealing with large number of RCDs the pre-computation of the
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different RCD combinations can exceed the memory capacity of the system. In these case,
the torque envelope is generated in sections and after each section the convex hull operation
is applied to remove the redundant points. Since the RCD torque depends on the sun angle
so does the torque envelope, hence recalculation of the torque enevlope for each sun angle
is required.
In order to verify that indeed the torque envelope generated was valid, a monte carlo
approach was taken. Over 100000 saturating vectors for different sail configurations and
angles were produced whose saturation point was then calculated and the torque ratio of
each RCD obtained (details on how this is achieved can be found in chapter 5). All saturated
vectors where within the torque envelope.
In cases where the sail’s CoP/CoM offset disturbance torque is known during the design
phase or can be quantified this can be subtracted from the torque enevelope. This subtraction
results in the control envelope which is the torque available for the sail to perform attitude
manoeuvres after it has compensated for the sail disturbance. As the sun angle increases,
the sails restoring/disturbance torque changes, and with that the control envelope. The
control envelope along with the mission control requirements is used to create the sun map
as described in the section below. Figure 3.4 illustrates a control envelope in red/dark
colour and a torque envelope in cyan/lighter colour demonstrating the change between the
two envelopes due to the disturbance of the sail torque. By adjusting the sail disturbance
torque the worst case offset can be modelled and simulated while vectors 1% larger than the
saturating vectors terminate outside the envelope.
3.3 Comparison Metrics
A number of metrics have been specifically developed to be used while comparing the different
sail configurations. These metrics are extensively used in the design process of a new sail
aiming at helping the designer quantify the performance of the designed sail and verify that
it will meet the design requirements. All the metrics listed below make use of the control
envelope described in the previous section with an estimated sail disturbance or worst case
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Figure 3.4: Control envelope in red and torque envelope in cyan.
expected disturbance.
The changing sun angle affects the projected RCD and sail areas resulting in varying
control torques being generated. This in turn affects the size and shape of the control
envelope. As such the control envelope needs to be recalculated for each sun angle when
generating the metrics discussed below.
3.3.1 Control Sphere
The control sphere metric is the radius of a sphere whose centre matches the centre of the
torque space and is tangent to the control envelope as shown in figure 3.5. When the sun
angle changes, the control sphere changes also. As is described in chapter 5, computing the
torque assignment needed for control, is a very computationally intensive task. With this
metric pre-calualted, the designer can know that the commanded torque inside that sphere
will always be available.
3.3.2 Control Margin
A given mission will have a set of requirements imposed on the attitude control system, these
requirements are usually specified as a set of torques, creating a cube in torque space. The
control margin is the minimum distance between the control requirements and the control
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Figure 3.5: Example of a control sphere within a control envelope
envelope. A positive value indicates that the imposed control requirements can be satisfied
with margin while a negative value indicates that the control requirements are larger than
the available torque. This metric gives the designer the information required in order to
properly size the RCD by being aware of the margin available.
3.3.3 Sun Map
The sun map (figure 3.6) is a graphic representation of the sun angles where the control
requirements are met. It is constructed by calculating the control envelope for each sun
angle and finding the control margin. If the control margin is greater or equal to zero,
the control requirements are met and the specific angle coordinates are set to 1. In order
to decrease the computation time required to generate the sun map a bisection method is
used to find the first boundary between fulfilling the requirements and violating them while
maintaining the y sun angle to zero. After the first valid point is located, the edge of the sun
map is calculated. Due to the symmetry of the sail and RCDs, only one of the quadrants of
the sun map is required to be computed and then it is mirrored and flipped to generate the
complete sun map.
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Figure 3.6: Example sun map
Sun Map Uniform Circle Radius
At first glance it can be difficult to compare the sun maps of two different sail configurations.
The sun map uniform circle radius (figure 3.7) is used to facilitate this sun map comparison.
This metric is produced by finding the largest radius of the circle from a zero sun angle for
which control is maintained.
Figure 3.7: Example sun map uniform circle radius
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Sun Map Points
Often the sun map uniform circle radius of two different sail configurations will be the same.
This is especially true when the sun map step angle is coarse. In this situation, the yellow
points of figure 3.7, which are the sun angles for which control authority is maintained, are
summed up to generate the sun map points metric.
3.4 Design process
The design process is shown in figure 3.8 and it starts by collecting the sail requirements
and constraints. It is assumed that based on the mission analysis, slew rates and size of
sail as set of torque requirements for the attitude control system and required sun angles
will be available. Design constraints which depend on the specific sail such as RCD angle
and number limitations, expected sail Cop/CoM offset and material reflectivity coefficients
are used to create a sail model. For this thesis, a parametric sail generation function was
produced which facilitated for the easy editing of the design constraints.
With the sail model available, an iterative process is initiated taking into account the
RCD angle constraints. Chapter 4 discusses the effect sail parameters have on the overall
torque produced by the RCDs. Such information can be used to narrow the search space
and find a good solution given the specific design constraints. This iterative process, first
generates the sun map and subsequently then from the sun map, the uniform circle radius is
generated along with the sun map points. After the loop has finished, the results are plotted
and analysed. Initially the iterative process can be conducted with a coarse RCD angle step
and then repeated with a finer angle resolution for limited angles after the coarse results
have been reviewed.
This design process was undertaken for the sail used in section 3.1 with parameters in
table 3.1 and rectangular control requirements set to ±20µNm for the X and Y axis and
±2µNm for the Z axis. The RCD angle (A) of the edge RCDs (i.e 1,4,5 etc) was moved
independently of the middle RCDs (angle B) (i.e 2,3,6 etc) the range for both was from −65◦
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to 65◦ with a step of 5◦. The uniform circle radius output of the search is shown in figure
3.9.
Collect requirements
 / constrains
Build Sail model
Change RCD tilt 
angle
Generate sun map
Calculate uniform 
circle
Calculate sun map 
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NO
Figure 3.8: Design flow
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Figure 3.9: Surface plots of uniform circle radius after sail design
3.5 Chapter Summary
The 3-axis control concept is introduced in this chapter. The proposed method of placing
permanently tilted RCDs at the edge of the sail and varying their reflectivity, can generate
any arbitrary torque vector within a convex polyhedron with torques having the same mag-
nitude along all axis. This is an improvement of the state of the art which generate a control
torque about only the X and Y axis with the torque generated about the Z axis being a by
product and being an order of magnitude less than the other axis. Numerical example was
shown of how this is achieved.
Two ideas that where introduced and are specific to this concept are the torque and
control envelopes. These envelopes create a convex polyhedron which in the first case shows
the torque that can be produced and in the second the available torque which can be used
for attitude manoeuvres after the sail disturbance has been removed. The validity of these
envelopes has been verified by performing a monte carlo style analysis using vectors that
exceed the envelopes.
Based on these two envelopes a number of comparison metrics have been created to enable
a quantifiable comparison between the different sail configurations. One such useful metric
is the sun map which is a graphic representation of the sun angles that the sail can achieve
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while still fulfilling the attitude control torque requirements.
The design process of finding the RCDs angles that will meet the constraints and require-
ments was presented making use of the developed metrics.
Chapter 4
Effects of sail parameters
Previously, section 3.4 examined how an iterative process is applied to find a set of RCD
angles that would meet the design requirements and constraints. This chapter analyses the
effect various parameters have on the performance of this control concept as well as the
control torque generated and uniform circle radius. This analysis enables the search space
to be reduced making the design process faster and also serving as a guide in designing an
efficient solar sail.
4.1 Sail disturbance
When the sun angle increases, the generated force vector changes direction and the mag-
nitude decreases due to the fact that the solar sail projected area decreases. It is very likely
that there will be a CoM/Cop offset resulting from manufacturing defects. This offset and
sun angle change will cause a restoring disturbance torque which will attempt to return
the sail to its stable position when the sail is in a statically stable configuration as seen in
chapter 2. When the CoP is between the CoM and the sun vector the sail will be unstable
and generate torque that might exacerbate the disturbance . The RCDs will need to pro-
duce enough torque to overcome this disturbance and also provide torque for the attitude
manoeuvres. The torque profile of this disturbance torque for a statically stable 12m× 12m
solar sail without any RCDs has been calculated for two cases. In the first case, figure 4.1,
48
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the CoP was placed 0.5m below the CoM without any other displacement. In the second
case, figure 4.2, the CoP was again placed 0.5m below the CoM with −0.05m displacement
in both axis parallel to the sail plane.
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Figure 4.1: View of CoM and CoP for the first case with CoP (0, 0,−0.5)m
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Figure 4.2: Enlarged view of CoM and CoP for the second case with CoP
(−0.05,−0.05,−0.5)m
The combined results of both cases are shown below in figure 4.3. It can be seen that for
the first case, the disturbance torque is centred around the axis. The maximum torque is
generated symmetrically when either one of the two sun angles is at 45◦ and the other is 0◦.
Zero torque is produced around the Z axis, due to the placement of the CoP.
For the second case, the disturbance torque is still centred around the axis but it is not
generated symmetrically as in the first case due to the offset of the CoP. Furthermore, torque
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(a) Torque around X-axis case 1 (b) Torque around X-axis case 2
(c) Torque around Y-axis case 1 (d) Torque around Y-axis case 2
(e) Torque around Z-axis case 1 (f) Torque around Z-axis case 2
Figure 4.3: Torques generated by the sail for each axis with sun angles −90◦ to 90◦
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is generated around the Z axis, in this case. This offset causes the torque envelope to shift
resulting in non symmetrical, about each axis, control authority as in figure 4.4. In such a
case where an offset is known at the design phase, asymmetric RCD areas can be chosen to
compensate for this displacement.
It should be noted that the disturbance torque around the Z axis is about an order of
magnitude smaller than the other two axis. This should be taken into account for the torque
requirements.
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Figure 4.4: Example of torque envelope shifted by a CoP/CoM offset
4.2 RCD Placement and Size
The torque created by an RCD is given by equations 3.1 and 3.2, in this specific concept
larger torque is desirable. This can be achieved by either increasing the separation distance
r or the force generated using larger RCDs. Increasing r beyond the limit of the sail results
in implementation and technological difficulties while increasing the area of the RCD comes
at the expense of sail efficiency. For maximum torque, RCDs should be placed along the
edge of the sail as shown in figure 3.2.
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4.3 Effects of Sail Size and Concept Scalability
It is important that any attitude control solution for solar sails that is scalable. In the near
term, solar sails will be small due to implementation and manufacturing difficulties but in
order for solar sails to be useful in interplanetary or high ∆V missions they need to generate
large amounts force requiring them to be large.
From equations 2.6 and 2.15 it can seen that if the optical parameters, the sail distance
from the sun, the sail angle and the CoP for a square sail, are kept constant then the force
generated by the sail and RCDs is depended on the area. The force in equation 2.14 can be
replaced by the area resulting in the distance-area product given by:
υ = r × A; (4.1)
Where
υ is the distance-area product used as torque substitute
r is the torque arm, the distance between the sail CoM and the CoP of the RCD or
sail
A is the area of the RCD or sail
In order to investigate the effects of the sail size and evaluate the concept scalability, the
ratio of distance-area product of sail over RCD was calculated for a number of sail sizes. For
these calculations, all the parameters were scaled based on the sail size with the CoM laying
on the sail plane and the RCD angle set to 0◦.
For a triangular sail plane with a base b and height h a scaling factor k and subscript s
we get the following:
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As =
k2sbh
2
rs =
2ksh
3
υs =k
3rsAs (4.2)
Similarly, for a square RCD with length l, width w and subscript r:
Ar =k
2
r lw
rr =
2krl
2
υr =k
3rrAr (4.3)
The resulting distance-area product ratio when the sail and rcd panels are scaled with the
same factor is:
υs
υr
=
rsAs
rrAr
(4.4)
Since the distance-area product ratio is constant (equation 4.4) for uniform scaling, the
uniform circle radius of the sails will be the same with the scaled-up sails having a larger
torque margin where the control requirements remain fixed. This will result in a larger
uniform circle radius.
The agility and slew rates of the scaled-up sails though will not be the same even if
the control requirements are scaled in the same way as the length and area. This reduced
performance in control is due to the increased inertia a large sail has.
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A square sail’s angular acceleration using the distance-area product will be:
ms =k
2Asσs
Iz =2
k2m
12
(ls)
2
αz =
k3(υr − υs)
k4Iz
=
1
k
υr − υs
Iz
(4.5)
From equation 4.5 it can be seen that the angular acceleration decreases by 1/k from that
of the original sail resulting in a comparatively less agile larger sail. Consequently, in order
to achieve similar performance, the control requirements need to be scaled with the same
ratio of the inertia. This issue and a way of mitigating it, will be discussed with greater
detail in chapters 5 and 6.
4.4 Effects of RCD Number
In previous sections, sails with 4 RCDs per side were used. In order to investigate the
effect that the number of RCDs have on the control envelope and the control authority, four
different sails were examined with different numbers of RCDs. For the comparison to be
correct, all the sail parameters need to be fixed. This includes the total RCD area that is
tilted with a specific angle. Figure 4.5 illustrates the four different configurations analysed.
Initially, a sail with 3 RCDs per side was tested (figure 4.5(a)). Next, RCD 2 of the first sail
was split to two different RCDs and effectively a sail with 4 RCDs per side (figure 4.5(b))
is created. Similarly, a 7 and 8 RCD per side sails were generated. The parameters of the
sails analysed can be seen in table 4.1 with specific details on the angle of RCDs per side,
length and area given in table 4.2. All RCDs have the same width of 1.5m but not the same
length.
The control envelope for each of the cases was calculated next. As the number of RCDs
increases so does the number of RCD reflectivity combinations that need to be calculated.
For example the case with 8 RCDs per side requires the processing of 232 combinations.
To enable the processing of so many combinations, the control envelope was generated in
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sections and the final convex hall produced as described in chapter 3.
The generated control envelopes are presented in figure 4.6 and in table 4.3. As the number
of RCDs increases, the ability to control the final torque vector increases. For example when
RCD 2 of the 3 RCD per side case was split to two for the 4 RCD case, it enabled that
section of RCDs to create more torque vectors. So as the number of RCDs increase and
more edge points are added to the control envelope, it becomes more rounded. This has the
effect of an increased control envelope volume.
In conclusion, more RCDs equate to a more spherical control envelope with enlarged
volume. This though does not necessarily mean that the control sphere increases. One
advantage of having a larger number of RCDs is that of the redundancy. Having more RCDs
increases the number of solutions available for a single torque vector thus a more dedundant
system is created. Furthermore, if the same surface area is separated into more RCDs and
each RCD has less surface area, the loss of an RCD does not have a large impact. Even
though a larger RCD number will generate a larger control envelope volume and provide
redundancy, the volume gain is not significant to warrant having a very large number of
RCDs. A larger number of RCDs produces more vertices and when it comes to calculating
the torque saturation or assigning torque coefficients, can be very time consuming, this is
discussed further in chapter 5. A good compromise is to just use 4 RCDs per side. Virtual
RCDs can be generated so as to have the redundancy of multiple RCDs but maintain the
simplicity of few RCDs during calculation. Physically multiple independent adjacent RCDs
with the same angle can be used but during the calculation and torque assignment they can
be considered as one. In the event of a failure of an RCD, the virtual RCD CoP and area
can be adjusted to take that into account.
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Parameter Value
Sail size 20m× 20m
Sail area 304m2
CoP from CoM
(x,y,z)
(0, 0,−0.5)m
Sun angle (x,y) (0, 0)
RCD total area 96m2
Table 4.1: Solar Sail parameters
Number of
RCDs/side
RCD
Parameter
RCD
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
3
Angle (◦) 30 -30 30 - - - - -
Length (m) 4 8 4 - - - - -
Area (m2) 6 12 6 - - - - -
4
Angle (◦) 30 -30 -30 30 - - - -
Length (m) 4 4 4 4 - - - -
Area (m2) 6 6 6 6 - - - -
7
Angle (◦) 30 30 -30 -30 -30 30 30 -
Length (m) 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 -
Area (m2) 3 3 3 6 3 3 3 3
8
Angle (◦) 30 30 -30 -30 -30 -30 30 30
Length (m) 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 -
Area (m2) 3 3 3 6 3 3 3 3
Table 4.2: RCD dimensions for the different test cases, width for all is 1.5m
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(a) Sail with 3 RCDs per side (b) Sail with 4 RCDs per side
(c) Sail with 7 RCDs per side (d) Sail with 8 RCDs per side
Figure 4.5: Sails with different RCD number per side
RCD number
per side
Control Sphere
(×10−4)
Control Envelope
Volume (×10−10)
3 1.9397 7.1975
4 2.5716 8.6684
7 2.4246 8.7230
8 2.5818 8.9722
Table 4.3: Control Sphere and Control envelope for the different test cases
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(a) Control envelope of sail with 3 RCDs per side
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(b) Control envelope of sail with 4 RCDs per side
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(c) Control envelope of sail with 7 RCDs per side
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(d) Control envelope of sail with 8 RCDs per side
Figure 4.6: Control envelope of sails with different RCD number per side
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4.5 Effects of RCD Angle
In chapter 3 it was shown how an iterative process is used to search for a set of RCD angles
that satisfy the requirements and constraints. This section analyses the effect the RCD angle
has on the control envelope and uniform circle radius in an attempt to provide a guideline
for the solar sail designer and limit the search space for a good solution.
Four different RCD angle configurations with the 4 RCD per side sail from the previous
section were used as shown in figure 4.5(b) with parameters listed in tables 4.1 and 4.2.
In order to analyse the effects of the tilt angle of RCDs with respect to the sail plane and
to provide a guideline for the solar sail designer, four different tilt angles were considered.
The sails with these four configurations are shown in figure 4.7.
In the first configuration, the edge RCDs numbered 1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, 16 are symmetric-
ally tilted by 30◦ while the RCDs middle RCDs numbered 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15 by −30◦.
The second configuration, is the reverse of the first, the edge RCDs are tilted by −30◦ while
the middle RCDs are tilted by 30◦. In the other two configurations, all the RCDs are tilted
by same angle either by 30◦ or −30◦.
In order to quantify the performance of each configuration, the sun map for these four
test cases was generated with the rectangular control requirements set to ±20µNm for the
X and Y axis and ±2µNm for the Z axis.
It is clear from table 4.4 and figure 4.8, that sails whose edge RCDs (i.e 1, 4, 5..) have a
different tilt angle than the RCDs which are in the middle (i.e 2, 3, 6..) have a much better
performance. The cases where all the RCDs are tilted with the same angle show considerably
Figure
RCD Angle Uniform
Circle ◦
Sun Map
PointsEdge Middle
4.7(a) 20◦ −20◦ 43.17 6152
4.7(b) −20◦ 20◦ 43.29 6252
4.7(c) 20◦ 20◦ 22.14 1652
4.7(d) −20◦ −20◦ 20.61 1428
Table 4.4: Results of Sun Maps of figure 4.8
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(a) Sail with edge RCDs tilted by 30◦
and the RCDs adjacent to the axis
(middle) are tilted by −30◦
(b) Sail with edge RCDs tilted by −30◦
and the RCDs adjacent to the axis
(middle) are tilted by30◦
(c) Sail with all RCD tilted by 30◦ (d) Sail with all RCD tilted by −30◦
Figure 4.7: Sail with different RCD tilt angles
lower performance. This low performance is due to the uneven control envelope generated
by these configurations. For example as the sail in figure 4.7(c) rotates counter-clockwise
around the y-axis, the projected area of the RCDs 1, 2, 3, 4 increases while the opposite
is happening to RCDs 9, 10, 11, 12. Bearing in mind that the RCDs cannot be switched
OFF completely, they will always produce torque. This results in greater torque in the same
direction as the sail disturbance, causing the control envelope to shift. Owing to the fact
that the control requirements are symmetrical about the axis around the zero point, the sail
has limited control authority. By alternating the angle of the edge and middle RCDs, this
behaviour is mitigated, and greater control authority is achieved.
The iterative process of finding the uniform circle radius discussed in chapter 3 was applied
to further validate the results above. The 3 and 4 RCD per side sails for the previous section
were used and with the same control requirements. Similarly, the tilt angle range for both
the edge and middle RCDs was varied between −65◦ and 65◦ with 5◦ step. The results are
shown in figure 4.9. Again from these results it can be seen that when the edge and middle
RCDs have opposite tilt angles, better performance is achieved.
The RCDs in the configurations in figure 4.7 were tilted symmetrically and a set of sym-
metric control requirements was used. There can be cases where the control requirements
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(a) Sun map of sail in fig.4.7(a) uniform circle
radius=43.17◦, points=6152
(b) Sun map of sail in fig.4.7(b) uniform circle
radius=43.29◦, points=6252
(c) Sun map of sail in fig.4.7(c) uniform circle
radius=22.14◦, points=1652
(d) Sun map of sail in fig.4.7(d) uniform circle
radius=20.61◦, points=1428
Figure 4.8: Sun Maps of sails in figure 4.7
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(a) Unifrom cricle radius map of 3 RCD per side
sail
(b) Unifrom cricle radius map of 4 RCD per side
sail
Figure 4.9: Surface plots of uniform circle radius
are not symmetrical or the sail needs to be designed for a specific sun angle. In those cases,
the RCD tilt angle can be adjusted asymmetrically to project the maximum RCD area at
the desired sun angle.
4.6 Effects of CoM - CoP Offset
The manufacturing and deployment of a solar sail has many uncertainties and it is most
likely that there will be some a CoM/CoP offset. As discussed earlier this offset and sun
angle change will cause a restoring disturbance torque which will attempt to return the sail
to its stable position when the CoM is between the CoP and the sun vector. When the
reverse happens, the CoP is between the CoM and the sun vector, the sail will be unstable
and generate torques that exacerbate the disturbance. As the offset becomes larger, the
disturbance torque increases. The optimal configuration for a reduced disturbance torque
would be the CoP and CoM of the sail to be the same point.
The control envelope of the 4 RCD per side sail configuration was obtained for two different
cases. In the first case, the sail’s CoP was at coordinates (0.05, 0.05, 0.5)m (figures 4.10(a),
4.10(b)) with the CoM being the origin. While in the second case, the sail’s CoP was at
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coordinates (-0.05, -0.05, -0.5)m (figures 4.10(c), 4.10(d)).
The resulting control envelope is presented in figure 4.11 with the red being the first case
and cyan being the second. In both cases a valid control envelope is returned and as expected
it is shifted depending on the disturbance torques. This shows that the proposed control
concept will work regardless of the offset between the CoM and CoP.
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Figure 4.10: Positions of CoM/CoP offset
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Figure 4.11: Control envelopes for different CoM/CoP offsets (red has a positive offset, cyan
has a negative offset)
4.7 Effects of Solar Distance
As noted in 2.2.2 SRP is given at 1AU and is multiplied by
(
r⊕
rs
)2
(r⊕ is the Earth’s distance
from the Sun and rs is the sail’s distance from the Sun) to adjust for different Sun distances.
This means that the uniform circle radius of the sail is maintained with the sail having a
larger control margin and better agility when moves closer to the Sun while the opposite is
true when it moves away from the Sun.
4.8 Chapter Summary
The purpose of chapter 4 was to analyse the effects that various parameters have on this
control concept. Using the results of these analyses, the search space can be decreased when
trying to find a good set of RCD angles that will meet the requirements and constraints.
The sail disturbance was investigated to deduce its effects on the sail control envelope
and suggest ways of mitigating these in the sections of this chapter. One of the ways to
counteract this is the placement of the RCDs to maximise the torque generated which was
discussed in section 4.2.
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Scalability in solar sails is very important. Proposed and actual solar sail mission range
from few square meters like the 10m2 NanoSail-D [38] to large ones like the Solar Polar Imager
[20] which has an area of 25600m2. The scalability of the proposed attitude control concept
was investigated. The concept of distance-area was introduced and used as a replacement
for the torque during the calculations. In section 4.3 it was shown that the sail size does
not affect the uniform circle radius generated as long as the sail area, the RCD area and the
control requirements are scaled together while maintaining the same CoP. From this aspect
the concept is scalable. The agility of the system was analysed and found that it was not
scalable due to the non proportional increase of the moment of inertia. This is addressed in
chapter 5.
The number of RCDs per sial size was investigated and found that as the RCD number
increases, and more control vectors generated, the control envelope becomes more circular
increasing the control envelope volume and redundancy. This can result in greater control
authority depending on the control requirements. Moreover, increasing the number of RCDs
though increases the system complexity and the number of calculations that need to be
performed during the control of the sail. Since the gain in control volume is not significant,
it is suggested to use four virtual RCDs during the calculations but have multiple adjacent
physical RCDs with the same angle driven by the result of the four virtual RCDs thus
maintaining the redundancy.
Also it was shown that solar sails which have alternating RCD tilt angles between the
edge and the middle outperform the other configurations where they are all tilted by the
same angle. This information can be used to essentially halve the search space during the
design phase.
Chapter 5
Control
A traditional feedback control system consists of a controller, a plant and a feedback network
as shown at the top half of figure 5.1. This generalised flow was adapted and expanded to
take into account the use of RCDs as presented at the bottom half of the same figure.
Controller Plant
Feedback
Disturbances
-
+Attitude
Control
Law
Torque
Saturation
Torque
Assignment
Solar Sail
RCDs
Attitude
Sensors
-
+Attitude
Torque Enve
Figure 5.1: Control scheme flow
The controller is composed of the following modules:
Control module: which outputs the required torque to achieve the commanded atti-
tude by acting on the attitude error
66
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RCD saturation module: which saturates the commanded torque generated by the
control law. A specialised module is required which makes use of the control
envelope due to the dependence of the torque on the sun angle
Torque assignment module: which is required to assign the saturated torque to the
different RCDs
5.1 Control Law
The exact dynamics of the RCDs are not readily available and for this thesis it is assumed
that they behave as a first order system. A PID controller with variable saturation limits
was used from Bong Wies paper ”Rapid Multitarget Acquisition and Pointing control of
Agile Spacecraft” [39]. The paper presents a non-linear feedback controller for manoeuvres
subject to various physical constrains such as actuator saturation, slew rate limit and control
bandwidth limit. The final form of the controller as described in the paper is shown by
equations 5.1 and 5.2.
τc = −I
{
2ksat
Li
(e+
1
T
∫
e) + cω
}
(5.1)
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with Li = (
c
2k
)min
{√
4ai |ei|, |ω|max
}
, ai = d
τai
Iii
, k = ω2n, c = 2ζωn
Where:
τc control law output/commanded torque
e quaternion error
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T is the time constant of integral control which is usually chosen as T v 10
(ζωn)
.
a is the angular acceleration
d derating of maximum angular acceleration to take into account actuator dynamics
and control acceleration uncertainty
τa maximum torque generated by the actuator
I Inertia matrix
ω angular velocity
ζ damping ratio
In the case where the control torque available for each axis is:
−τai ≤ τci(t) ≤ +τai , i = 1, 2, 3 (5.3)
then the control logic to accommodate this saturation limit τa and give the saturated torque
τs is given by
τs = sat
τa
(τc) =
 τc if ‖τc‖∞ < τaτa ( τc‖τc‖∞) if ‖τc‖∞ ≥ τa (5.4)
with ‖τc‖∞ = max {|τc1| , |τc2| , |τc3|}
The above controller (eq.5.1) and saturation limit (eq.5.4) are normally used to determine
the required control torque τs. For the majority of the time, the commanded torque is larger
than the torque generated by the RCDs. To avoid the integrator windup, an integrator
antiwindup or integrator synchronization was implemented.
In the case where persistent natural CoM/CoP disturbance torque can be quantified either
analytically during the design phase or empirically after the sail deployment is known, it
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should be added to the control law. Due to the large magnitude of this sail disturbance
torque, its addition improves the performance of the controller. The final form of the control
law that will be used in this thesis is shown below.
τc = −I
{
2ksat
Li
(e+
1
T
∫
e) + cω
}
+ τd (5.5)
where τd is the known sail offset torque.
5.2 RCD Torque Saturation
The output of the control law is the commanded torque. The gains of the controller can
be adjusted to only generate a commanded torque within the range of the RCD output but
this would result in non optimal slow manoeuvres. On account of the gains and the small
torque generated by the RCD, the commanded torque will often exceed the torque output.
In these cases where the actuator is saturated, the command torque needs to be limited as
shown in equation 5.4.
The saturation equation reduces the magnitude of the torque vector to that of the capab-
ilities of the actuator while maintaining the direction of the torque vector. This saturation is
graphically shown by figure 5.2. The black arrow head shows the commanded torque vector
which exceeds the capabilities of the RCDs and is outside the control envelope. The final
torque vector is reduced as shown by the red arrow head to the point where the torque vector
intersects the control envelope.
In spacecraft with traditional actuators whose capabilities remain unchanged, torque sat-
uration is a simple task. In solar sails with RCD this is somewhat more complicated due
to the dependence of the generated torque to the Sun angle. Two ways of calculating the
saturation torque have been considered.
The first way is to make use of the fixed torque requirement which was specified at the
design phase of the solar sail. This torque will always be available for the angles that the
solar sail was designed for. Since this saturation limit is fixed, it is very easy to implement
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Figure 5.2: Example of torque saturation
and it utilises fewer of the finite resources of the on-board computer. The disadvantage of
using this saturation limit is that this will only be utilising a limited portion of the available
torque for most of the Sun angles which in effect will limit the agility of the solar sail.
The other way is to have a variable saturation limit. This is ideally achieved by calculating
the torque envelope at each instance and locating the intersection between the commanded
torque and the torque envelope at the specific Sun angle as shown in figure 5.2. The torque
envelope is used instead of the control envelope since the CoM/CoP offset of the solar sail
is not known. This offset is considered a disturbance torque and has to be negated by the
control law unless it is has been quantified in which case it is added to the control law.
As described in Section 3.2 the torque envelope is generated by first calculating the torque
given by all the possible combinations of fully ON and OFF RCDs. This produces numerous
redundant data points within the polyhedron. In order to reduce these data points and
create the final polyhedron, the convex hull of the points is obtained and then triangulation
is performed. This is a computationally heavy operation to be performed at each stage
and can be reduced by pre-calculating the torque envelopes with a given small interval and
storing them in memory. Subsequently, the envelope closest to the sun angle is used. There
is no guarantee however that the saturation torque calculated for an unavailable torque
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envelope will be achievable and as such the saturation torque will potentially need to be
scalled back. A saturation torque that can not be theoretically generated by the given sun
angle will cause problems at the torque assignemnt phase. A higher granularity of pre-
calcualted torque envelopes would allow for a smaller scaling of the saturation torque and
result in a more agile solar sail.
Another way of calculating the saturation torque would be to search through the pre-
calulated torque envelopes until the saturation torque lies between two torque envelopes and
to use the smallest torque.
5.3 RCD Torque Assignment
Assigning the torques of each RCD panel to generate the required net command torque is
an underdetermined problem. There are more unknown terms than equations to solve and
it consequently becomes a linear optimisation problem. Since a higher RCD torque equates
to a higher RCD refelctivity and a higher RCD reflectivity to a more efficient sail, the goal
is to produce the required net torque with the highest RCD torques.
The built in linprog function of Matlab was used to find a solution to this problem. This
utilises an interior point algorithm based on LIPSOL [40] and involves the following basic
steps.
Presolve where the problem is simplified and converetd to a standard form
Generate an initial point
Predictor-corrector iterations to find a point where the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions hold
The standard form of the optimisation problem is
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min
x
fTx such that

A · x ≤ b
Aeq · x = beq
lb ≤ x ≤ ub
(5.6)
Where
fTx is the function to be minimised
A · x ≤ b, Aeq · x = beq and lb ≤ x ≤ ub are the problem constraints
x is a non-negative variable
This specific optimisation problem does not have the inequality A · x ≤ b, so it results to
min
x
fTx such that

Aeq · x = beq
lb ≤ x ≤ ub
(5.7)
The function fTx is in the form
f(x1, x2...xn) = c1x1 + c2x2 + ...+ cnxn (5.8)
with n being the number of RCD. The constant c is set to −1 minimizing a negative function
causing the variable to be maximised resulting in RCDs with high reflectivity and a more
efficient solar sail.
Owing to the nature of the RCDs, the minimum torque is not zero but is offset with a
value of τrmin . Given this, the specific optimisation problem becomes:
min
kτ
fTkτ such that

(τrmax − τrmin) · kτ = τs − τrmin
0 ≤ kτ ≤ 1
(5.9)
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where
kτ is the torque scaling factor
τrmax is the maximum torque that can be produced by the specific RCD
τrmin is the minimum torque that can be produced by the specific RCD
Having obtained the torque scaling factor kτ , the specific RCD torque is given by:
τr = τrmin + (τrmax − τrmin) kτ (5.10)
The final torque applied to the solar sail is obtained by summing up the different torques
generated by the RCDs and given by:
τ =
nr∑
i=1
τri (5.11)
5.4 Hybrid Control Law
As noted in section 4.3, when the sail size increases then the achievable angular acceleration
decreases and the sail slew rate decreases with manoeuvres becoming slower. Faster attitude
manoeuvres are realised through a hybrid control scheme which has been devised. This
utilises a mixture of reaction wheels and the RCDs. The reaction wheels can provide a large
torque for a limited time and as such, they complement the RCDs which provide a constant
low torque depending on the sun angle. This combination can achieve higher slew rates and
larger angular accelerations.
The hyrbid control scheme flow is shown in figure 5.3. In contrast to the RCD only
scheme from figure 5.1 the Torque saturation module takes into account the reaction wheel
parameters and it outputs two different torque commands, one for the RCDs via the torque
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assignment block and the other for the reaction wheels. Furthermore, the torque assignement
block implements logic to desaturate the reaction wheels.
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Sensors
-
+Attitude
Reaction
WheelsTorque Enve
RW Model
Figure 5.3: Hybrid control scheme flow
The flow of the torque saturation module that implements the hybrid control scheme
is illustarted in Figure 5.4. First, the commanded torque is calculated using the cascaded
control law from eq.5.1. If the commanded torque is less or equal to the maximum/saturating
torque produced by the RCDs and the momentum of the reaction wheel is zero then, the
torque output is the commanded torque. In the case where the momentum of the reaction
wheel is not zero, then the additional torque is produced in order to desaturate the reactions
wheels as per equation 5.13. On the other hand, when the commanded torque is higher
than the RCDs can generate, then the reaction wheels produce the remaining torque if they
have the ability, otherwise the maximum possible torque is generated along the commanded
torque vector.
For the hybrid control law, the output saturating torque is given by:
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Figure 5.4: Hybrid control scheme flow
τs =

τr if ‖τc‖∞ ≤ τrs ∧ |hw| = 0
τr + τwds if ‖τc‖∞ < τrs ∧ |hw| > 0
τrs + τw if ‖τc‖∞ > τrs ∧ (‖τc‖∞ − τrs) < τws(
τrs+τws
‖τc‖∞
)
if ‖τc‖∞ > τrs ∧ (‖τc‖∞ − τrs) ≥ τws
(5.12)
uwds =

Iwωwm
tl
if Km (ursat − ‖τ‖∞) ≥
Iwωwm
tl
Km (ursat − ‖τ‖∞) if Km (ursat − ‖τ‖∞) <
Iwωwm
tl
(5.13)
ωwm = min {ωw, ωwmax} (5.14)
where
Iw is the Inertia of the reaction wheel
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tl is the period of the control loop in seconds
ωw is the current angular velocity of the reaction wheel
ωwmax is the maximum change in angular velocity that the reaction wheel can achieve
within the control loop period
Km is the momentum damping factor
5.5 Chapter Summary
Chapter 5 relates to the control of the torque generated by the RCDs in order to complete
the commanded manoeuvre. The RCD actuator dynamics are unknown and were assumed
to respond like a first order system. In line with the above assumption, a PID controller
with variable saturation limits was used as presented by Bong Wie [39]. This controller
was adapted to the specific application with the addition of the sail disturbance torque τd
which can be quantified either analytically during the design phase or empirically after the
sail deployment. A way of finding the saturating torque for this specific application had
to be developed due to the dependence of the generated torque on the Sun angle. The
optimal torque saturation method, makes use of the torque and control envelopes which
where discussed in chapter 3. The proposed optimal method is computationally heavy so a
number of non-optimal ways were discussed.
Unique to this application is also the way a single commanded torque needs to be generated
by numerous RCDs. This was achieved using a linear optimisation to assign the torque that
each RCD needs to produce. This RCD torque requirement is converted to the ratio of
reflectivity and the final commanded torque vector is produced.
Both the torque saturation and the RCD torque assignment methods are independent of
the RCD dynamics. This means that they can be used irrespective of the RCD behaviour.
It was previously assumed that the RCDs behave like a first order system. If this proves
not to match the actual dynamics then the control law and the RCD reflectivity translation
needs to be changed while the methods developed in this chapter can remain unchanged.
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In chapter 4 it was shown that the angular acceleration does not scale linearly with the
sail size. As the sail increases in size, the angular acceleration decreases, needing more RCD
area to maintain the same slew rate. In order to mitigate this and to also enable sails with
higher agility and slew rates, a hybrid control scheme was developed and explained in this
chapter. This hybrid control scheme makes use of reaction wheels to augment the RCDs.
The combination of the two produces a more agile sail as it will be discussed in chapter
6. The reaction wheels which can produce large torques for brief periods accelerate and
decelerate the sail achieving higher slew rates, while the RCDs with their small continuous
torque counteract the sail disturbance torque and desaturate the reaction wheels in order to
be ready for the next manoeuvre.
Chapter 6
Case Studies
In the previous chapters, the concept of controlling the attitude of a solar sail using RCDsand
the effects of different parameters have on the control of the sail were presented. In this
chapter, all the previous concepts are put together and a number of test cases are presented
in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the control concept.
6.1 Simulation Environment
6.1.1 RCD Simulation Environment
A model as shown in figure 6.1 was created using Simulink r in order to perform the required
simulations. This model consists of five modules: the Dynamics, Command, Control Law,
Tor Sat and Tor assign modules.
The dynamics module, implements the rigid body dynamics using Eulers equations. This
generic module has a number of inputs and outputs, however, not all of them are utilised, only
the ones deemed appropriate for the specific simulations in this thesis. For this simulation,
the torque output of the RCD, the Inertia matrix of the sail and the sail disturbance torque
form the inputs. The useful outputs of this module are: the angular rates used for the
control law, the inertial to body frame quaternion used by the control law to calculate the
quaternion error as well as by the Tor Sat module to find the sun vector in the body frame.
78
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Figure 6.1: Simulink r model of a solar sail with RCDs for control
The Euler 123 rotation angles are presented in degrees as a more accommodating output to
observe the attitude of the sail.
The Command module as the name implies outputs a timed quaternion profile to serve
as the command quaternion.
The Control Law module implements the control law discussed in section 5.1 with equation
5.5. For inputs it accepts the commanded and attitude quaternion which are used together
to generate the quaternion error. The angular velocity and the saturation vector from
Tor Sat are applied in conjunction to saturate the torque. The remaining inputs are the
inertia matrix and the sail disturbance. Its outputs are the commanded torque and the
pre-saturation torque.
The pre-saturation torque along with the attitude quaternion are utilised by the Tor Sat
module to calculate the saturation vector. Calculating the torque envelope for each time
step is a very computationally intensive task slowing down the simulation significantly. As
a solution to this issue, the torque envelopes with 1◦ step were pre-calculated. The torque
envelope used for each step of the simulation was selected by rotating the original Sun
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vector (0,0,-1) by the attitude quaternion and extracting the rounded down x, y angles of
the final torque envelope. This can introduce some error which will be discussed further in
the following paragraph. The rotated sun vector is also used by the Torq assign module.
The task of the Torq assign module is to assign the torque that needs to be produced
by each RCD in order to generate a net torque equal to the commanded torque and also
calculates the sail disturbance torque. This sail disturbance torque is fed back to the Control
Law and the Dynamics modules. The RCD torques are calculated as described in section
5.3 which are then fed to the Dynamics module. The Torq assign module uses the actual
Sun vector derived by the attitude quaternion therefore the RCD torques will differ from
those used by the Tor Sat module to produce the saturation vector since the Tor Sat module
uses the rounded down x, y angles. This can cause the linear optimisation function to fail
since the commanded torque vector might be longer than the torque envelope vector. The
problem is compounded by the fact that the sail disturbance torque is subtracted after the
torque saturation not only changing the magnitude of the commanded torque vector but
also its direction. Thus, an iterative solution is used resolve this issue without having to
calculate the precise torque vector. In the case where the optimisation function fails, the
magnitude of the commanded torque vector is reduced by 1% and the process repeated until a
successful solution is found. Furthermore, this mismatch between the saturated commanded
torque and the torque fed to the dynamics model is treated as a disturbance torque which
is compensated by control law.
Another feature of the model is the ability to pass the RCD torque through a low pass
filter to observe the behaviour of the control law.
A simulation using the above model was conducted for a 12m× 12m test solar sail (figure
6.2) with the parameters listed in table 6.1. The results of the simulation can be seen in
figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6. The results show that the concept of using angled edge RCDs can
successfully control the attitude of a solar sail about all three axis. Due to the small size of
the sail, the torque generated by the RCD, can achieve the commanded attitude within 330
seconds.
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Parameter Value
Sail size 12m× 12m
Sail area 144m2
CoP from CoM (x,y,z) (0, 0,−0.5)m
Moments of inertia (Ix, Iy, Iz) (4.302, 4.302, 8.421)Kgm
2
RCDs per side 4
RCD dimensions 2m× 1.5m
RCD total area 48m2
Edge RCD angle −21◦
Middle RCD angle 18◦
Initial quaternion [0, 0, 0, 1]
Command quaternion [0.2495, 0.1063, -0.0614, 0.9606]
Euler 123 rotation angles [30◦, 10◦,−10◦]
Design control req. (x, y, z) (±1× 10−5,±1× 10−5,±1× 10−6)Nm2
Table 6.1: Simulation parameters for 12m× 12m test solar sail
Figure 6.2: 12m× 12m test solar sail
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The Sun map of this 12m× 12m test solar sail using transmissive RCDs can be viewed in
figure 6.3. A uniform circle radius of 65.03 was achieved with 15184 sun map points.
Figure 6.3: Sun map of 12m× 12m test solar sail using transmissive RCDs with parameters
listed in 2.4
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Figure 6.4: Commanded and output quaternions of 12m × 12m solar sail simulation using
RCDs only for control
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Figure 6.5: Euler angles of 12m× 12m solar sail simulation
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Figure 6.6: RCD torques of 12m× 12m solar sail simulation
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6.1.2 Hybrid Control Simulation Environment
In similar fashion as before, a Simulink r model for the hybrid control law was designed. This
was based on the previous model with two additional modules because the hybrid control
law scheme in addition to the RCDs makes use of reaction wheels. The reaction wheels can
be employed in a situation where the RCDs are saturated so that they aid the solar sail in
performing faster attitude manoeuvres. The RW Sat and RW Torq modules were created
to model the reaction wheels. The Control Law module was modified to support the hybrid
control scheme as discussed in section 5.4.
Figure 6.7: Simulink r model of a solar sail implementing hybrid control scheme
The RW sat module calculates the saturation torque of the reaction wheels based on their
angular velocity. The pre-saturation torque is needed to correctly calculate the available
angular momentum of the wheel. Similar to the desaturation of the reaction wheel (equation.
5.14) the reaction wheel has an acceleration limit, it can produce a limited amount of torque.
If the angular momentum of the wheel is near its limits it might mean that the generated
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torque, before it reaches its angular momentum limit is less than its maximum torque. The
RW sat module finds the smallest of the two torques for each reaction wheel and feeds it to
the control law for saturation.
The RW Torq module has as input the reaction wheel commanded torque and outputs
the reaction wheel angular velocity for use by the RW sat and Control Law modules. The
reaction wheel torque together with its angular momentum are fed to the dynamics module.
The angular momentum of the reaction wheel is added to the gyroscopic term of the solar
sail. A large reaction wheel with large angular velocity will generate some disturbance torque
if the attitude manoeuvre is fast. Setting the angular velocity of the reaction wheel to zero
once it falls below 1 rpm prevents crossover jitter when they are being desaturated by the
RCDs. The hybrid control scheme makes use of the extra available torque to desaturate the
RW wheels to zero angular velocity which would prolong the life of the RW.
The Control Law module was modified to support the hybrid control scheme using equa-
tions 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 generating separate commanded torques for the RCDs and reaction
wheels.
Parameter Value
Angular momentum 0.42Nms
Max speed 5000rpm
Max Torque 0.011Nm
Wheel moment of inertia 0.0008Kgm2
Table 6.2: Reaction wheel parameters for 12m× 12m solar sail simulation using the hybrid
control scheme
A similar simulation to that of the previous section was conducted using the parameters
of table 6.1 with the addition of a reaction wheel per axis. The 10SP-M Microwheel reac-
tion wheel from SSTL was used for each axis during this simulation with the parameters
summarised in table 6.2.
The results of this simulation can be seen in figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11.
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Figure 6.8: Commanded and output quaternions of 12m × 12m solar sail simulation using
the hybrid control scheme
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Figure 6.9: Euler angles of 12m× 12m solar sail simulation using the hybrid control scheme
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Figure 6.10: RCD torques (a), RW torques (b) and RPM (c) of 12m × 12m solar sail
simulation using the hybrid control scheme
Figure 6.11: Ratio of torque vector reduction for a 12m × 12m solar sail simulation using
the hybrid control scheme
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The reaction wheels considerably improve the performance of the attitude manoeuvre.
With just the RCDs, the same manoeuvre was executed in 330 seconds while with the
hybrid control scheme it was completed in only 70 seconds. As seen in figure 6.10(b) the
reaction wheels provide their maximum torque in the first half of the manoeuvre greatly
increasing the slew rate of the solar sail. From figures 6.10(a) and 6.10(c) reaction wheel
momentum damping / desaturation can be seen between 90 and 450 seconds. The reaction
wheel rpm is gradually decreasing while the RCD torque is high. After the desaturation of
the reaction wheel, the RCD torques decrease to match the disturbance torque of the sail.
The issue mentioned in the previous section regarding the torque assignment after sat-
uration is magnified with the addition of the reaction wheel saturation torque. Before the
control law assigns the torque to the reaction wheels, the RCD saturation torque is recal-
culated to reduce the problem. This saturation torque is not using the actual Sun vector
and will deviate from the torque that will be fed back to the Dynamics module. Figure 6.11
shows the fractional reduction of the commanded vector that the Tor assign module was
able to achieve.
6.2 20m× 20m Sail Simulations
In the previous sections a 20m× 20m sail was used to demonstrate the design process and
to analyse the effects of different parameters. Here the same sail with the 4 RCDs per
side (figure 4.5(b)) is simulated with parameters of tables 4.1 and 4.2. In total sixteen
different rest-to-rest manoeuvres are performed with both the RCD only configuration and
the hybrid control scheme. Simulations with rotations about the X, Y and Z axis only
were performed starting initially from zero then commanded to a positive rotation back to
zero, then commanded by the same angle in a negative direction and finishing back to zero
again. A similar simulation was performed with rotations about all axis at the same time.
Table 6.4 lists the commanded quaternion and euler 123 rotation in combination with the
commanded time for the transition. The hybrid control scheme can achieve higher slew rates
and complete the manoeuvres faster than the RCDs only configuration so the transition and
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simulation times were adjusted accordingly. For the hybrid control scheme simulations, one
reaction wheel per axis was used with the parameters found in table 6.2. Table 6.3 shows
the moments of inertia and control gains of the test simulations.
Parameter Value
Moments of inertia (Ix, Iy, Iz) (4.302, 4.302, 8.421)Kgm
2
RCD only control parameter
ω(rad/s) 0.005
ζ 0.9
T 80
Hybrid control scheme
ω(rad/s) 0.04
ζ 0.9
T 500
Table 6.3: Simulation parameters for 20m× 20m test solar sail
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Rotation
about
Quaternion
Euler 123
rotation (◦)
Time
RCD Hybrid
X
(0.2588, 0, 0, 0.9659) (30, 0, 0) 0 0
(0, 0, 0, 1) (0, 0, 0) 10 40
(−0.2588, 0, 0, 0.9659) (−30, 0, 0) 20 80
(0, 0, 0, 1) (0, 0, 0) 30 120
Y
(0, 0.1736, 0, 0.9848) (0, 20, 0) 0 0
(0, 0, 0, 1) (0, 0, 0) 10 40
(0, 0.1736, 0, 0.9848) (0,−20, 0) 20 80
(0, 0, 0, 1) (0, 0, 0) 30 120
Z
(0, 0, 0.0872, 0.9962) (0, 0, 10) 0 0
(0, 0, 0, 1) (0, 0, 0) 10 40
(0, 0,−0.0872, 0.9962) (0, 0, 10) 20 80
(0, 0, 0, 1) (0, 0, 0) 30 120
X-Y-Z
(0.1603, 0.1431, 0.0625, 0.9746) (20,−15, 10) 0 0
(0, 0, 0, 1) (0, 0, 0) 10 40
(−0.1827, 0.1130,−0.1077, 0.9707) (0, 0, 10) 20 80
(0, 0, 0, 1) (0, 0, 0) 30 120
Table 6.4: Commanded quaternions 20m× 20m test solar sail
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(b) Rotation about X using the hybrid control
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(d) Rotation about Y using the hybrid control
scheme
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(f) Rotation about Z using the hybrid control scheme
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scheme
Figure 6.12: Euler 123 rotation angles for the 20m× 20m case study
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(b) Angular rates for rotation about X using the hy-
brid control scheme
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(d) Angular rates for rotation about Y using the hy-
brid control scheme
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(e) Angular rates for rotation about Z
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(f) Angular rates for rotation about Z using the hy-
brid control scheme
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(g) Angular rates for rotation about X-Y-Z
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(h) Angular rates for rotation about X-Y-Z using the
hybrid control scheme
Figure 6.13: Angular rates for the 20m× 20m case study
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(a) RCD Torques for rotation about X
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(b) RCD Torques for rotation about X using the hy-
brid control scheme
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(c) RCD Torques for rotation about Y
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(d) RCD Torques for rotation about Y using the hy-
brid control scheme
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(e) RCD Torques for rotation about Z
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(f) RCD Torques for rotation about Z using the hy-
brid control scheme
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(g) RCD Torques for rotation about X-Y-Z
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Figure 6.14: RCD Torques for the 20m× 20m case study
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(a) RW Torques for rotation about X using the hy-
brid control scheme
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(b) RW RPM for rotation about X using the hybrid
control scheme
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(d) RW RPM for rotation about Y using the hybrid
control scheme
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(e) RW Torques for rotation about Z
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(f) RW RPM for rotation about Z using the hybrid
control scheme
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(g) RW Torques for rotation about X-Y-Z
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Figure 6.15: RW RPM and torques for the 20m× 20m case study
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6.3 Different RCD Number Simulations
The effects of the number of RCDs were discussed in chapter 4. In oder to show that the
conecpt can work with different numbers of RCDs, the 20m × 20m 3 RCDs per side sail
from chapter 4 along with a 5 RCDs per side (figure 6.16) using the same parameters as in
section 6.2 were simulated. The RCD dimensions of the 5 RCDs per side sail are given in
table 6.5.
The Euler 123 rotation simulations results are illustrated in figures 6.17 and 6.18. The
angular rates, RCD and RW torques and the RW RPM plots are given in appendix A.1.
It can be seen that in both cases the commanded angles can be achieved. The sail with
5 RCDs per side completes the manoeuvre faster than the sail with 3 RCDs per side for
the RCD only configuration. The two sail configuration cannot be directly compared since
the total areas of the RCDs that have the same tilt angle are not equal. In line with the
analysis of chapter 4, when the 3 RCDs per side sail is compared with the 4 RCDs per side
sail of the previous section, it under performs. When it comes to the simulations with the
reaction wheels though, all sails 3, 4, 5 RCDs per side have similar performance. Because
all the parameters except the number of RCDs and their tilted areas are kept constant, the
reaction wheels provide the extra torque commanded by the control law which regulates the
angular velocity and uses an integrator anti-windup. The RW would provide different levels
of net torque to achieve similar completion times limited my the RW maximum angular
acceleration.
Figure 6.16: 20m× 20m test solar sail with 5 RCDs per side
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(a) Rotation about X for 3 RCDs per side
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(b) Rotation about X for 5 RCDs per side
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(c) Rotation about Y for 3 RCDs per side
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Figure 6.17: Euler 123 rotation angles for sails with different RCD number per side
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(a) Rotation about X for 3 RCDs per side
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(h) Rotation about X-Y-Z for 5 RCDs per side
Figure 6.18: Euler 123 rotation angles for sails with different RCD number per side using
the hybrid control scheme
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RCD
Parameter
RCD
1 2 3 4 5
Angle (◦) 30 -30 -30 -30 30
Length (m) 8/3 8/3 16/3 8/3 8/3
Width (m) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Table 6.5: RCD parameters for the 5 per side test sail
6.4 CoM/CoP offset Simulations
The position of the CoP with respect to the CoM for the sail configuration of section 6.2
was changed to observe the dynamic behaviour of the sail. The CoP for the first case was
placed in a statically stable configuration below the CoM. It was then placed in an unstable
configuration above the CoM and then both were at the same point as discussed in section
4.6 and shown in figure 4.10.
The three test sails were simulated using the same parameters in section 6.2. The sim-
ulation results of the Euler 123 rotation angles are shown in figures 6.19, 6.20. Further
simulation results such as the angular rates, RCD and RW torques and the RW RPM are
presented in appendix A.2.
As expected from the analysis of section 4.6 the control concept is applicable to all three
situations. All attitude control manoeuvres where completed successfully with comparable
times and the configurations using the hybrid control completed the manouevre considerably
faster. The control law was able to cope with the large disturbance torque generated by the
sail in the non-statically stable configuration with no gain adjustment. It should be noted
that the large sail disturbance torque was causing disturbances in the other axis during
the single axis manoeuvres. This though was compensated by the control law. This larger
disturbances were only observed in the two first configurations due to the offset of the CoP in
both the X and Y axis. This offset generates disturbance torques in both axis as previously
discussed in section 4.1.
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Figure 6.19: Euler 123 rotation angles for sails with different CoM/CoP offset using only
RCDs
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Figure 6.20: Euler 123 rotation angles for sails with different CoM/CoP offset using hybrid
control scheme
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scheme
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Figure 6.21: Euler 123 rotation angles for sail with zero CoM/CoP offset
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6.5 Sail Scalability Simulations
The scalability of solar sails is quite important as discussed in the previous chapters and
to test this, three different test cases are studied as presented in Bong Wie’s and David
Murphy’s paper titled ”Solar-Sail ACS Development for a Sail flight Validation Mission in a
Sun-Synchronous Orbit”. In this paper three different sails were considered with the following
sizes: 40m × 40m, 80m × 80m and 160m × 160m. A combination of Trim Control Mass
and Sail plane displacement was used as the attitude control system. A secondary system
comprised of Pulsed Plasma Thrusters (PPT’s) was employed as a backup for attitude
recovery from off-nominal situations. The relevant parameters were extracted and adapted
to this simulation as presented in table 6.6.
Sail Size 40 80 160
Sail Area 1 200 4 800 19 200 m2
CoM/CoP offset 0.1 0.2 0.4 m
Ix(pitch) 2 171 30 136 321 490 Kgm
2
Iy(yaw) 2 171 30 136 321 490 Kgm
2
Iz(roll) 4 340 40 262 642 876 Kgm
2
Table 6.6: Sail parameters of tested sails
The CoM/CoP offset in table 6.6 was calculated as 0.25% of the sail size. These sail para-
meters will be used for the simulations in the following sections. Furthermore, the tilt angle
of the RCDs was fixed to −22◦ at the edge and 16◦ for the middle ones, while their area was
increased proportionally. The controller gains were kept constant to enable the comparison
between the different test cases. The common parameters used in the different test cases are
listed in table 6.7. Transmissive RCDs where used with the parameters discussed in section
2.6.2 with a distance of 1AU from the Sun.
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Parameter Value
RCDs per side 4
Edge RCD angle −22◦
Middle RCD angle 15◦
Initial quaternion [0, 0, 0, 1]
Command quaternion [0.2495, 0.1063, -0.0614, 0.9606]
Euler 123 rotation angles [30◦, 10◦,−10◦]
Table 6.7: Simulation parameters for test cases
6.5.1 40m× 40m Sail Simulation Results
The first solar sail to be tested is 40m × 40m. This size is the same size as the proposed
Geosail mission and 8 meters larger than the 32m×32m Sunjammer solar sail. The maximum
expected 0.1m CoM/CoP offset was selected for both axis making this the worst case offset.
The complete set of parameters for this simulation is given in table 6.8. The results of this
simulation are presented in the figures that follow. Again the 10SP-M Microwheel reaction
wheel from SSTL was used for this simulation.
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Parameter Value
Sail size 40m× 40m
Sail area 1200m2
CoP from CoM (x,y,z) (−0.1,−0.1,−0.5)m
Moments of inertia (Ix, Iy, Iz) (2171, 2171, 4340)Kgm
2
RCD dimensions 8m× 2.5m
RCD total area 320m2
RW angular momentum 0.42Nms
RW max speed 5000rpm
RW max torque 0.011Nm
RW moment of inertia 0.0008Kgm2
Control requirements (x, y, z) (±1× 10−4,±1× 10−4,±1× 10−5)Nm2
Table 6.8: Simulation parameters for the 40m× 40m sail case study
Figure 6.22: Sun map of the 40m × 40m test solar sail with a uniform circle radius of 72◦
and sun map points 19824
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Figure 6.23: RCD torques for the 40m× 40m sail case study
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Figure 6.24: RCD torques for the 40m× 40m sail case study
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Figure 6.25: Reaction wheel torque and RPM for the 40m× 40m sail case study
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Figure 6.26: Rotation rates for the 40m× 40m sail case study
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6.5.2 80m× 80m Sail Simulation Results
The second test case sail is twice as large as the previous one at 80m × 80m. The larger
200SP-M again from SSTL was used for this simulation. The simulation parameters are
listed in table 6.9.
Parameter Value
Sail size 80m× 80m
Sail area 4800m2
CoP from CoM (x,y,z) (−0.2,−0.2,−0.5)m
Moments of inertia (Ix, Iy, Iz) (20136, 20136, 40262)Kgm
2
RCD dimensions 17m× 5m
RCD total area 1360m2
RW angular momentum 12Nms
RW max speed 5000rpm
RW max torque 0.240Nm
RW moment of inertia 0.023Kgm2
Control requirements (x, y, z) (±1× 10−3,±1× 10−3,±1× 10−4)Nm2
Table 6.9: Simulation parameters for the 80m× 80m sail case study
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Figure 6.27: Sun map of the 80m× 80m test solar sail with a uniform circle radius of 70.35◦
and sun map points 18716
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Figure 6.28: RCD torques for the 80m× 80m sail case study
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Figure 6.29: RCD torques for the 80m× 80m case study
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Figure 6.30: Reaction wheel torque and RPM for the 80m× 80m sail case study
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Figure 6.31: Rotation rates for the 80m× 80m sail case study
6.5.3 160m× 160m Sail Simulation Results
An ever biger reaction wheel the RSI68-170/60, was used for this solar sail from Rockwell
Collins for this simulation. The simulation parameters are listed in table 6.10.
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Parameter Value
Sail size 160m× 160m
Sail area 41600m2
CoP from CoM (x,y,z) (−0.2,−0.2,−0.5)m
Moments of inertia (Ix, Iy, Iz) (20136, 20136, 40262)Kgm
2
RCD dimensions 17m× 5m
RCD total area 1360m2
RW angular momentum 68Nms
RW max speed 6000rpm
RW max torque 0.170Nm
RW moment of inertia 0.108Kgm2
Control requirements (x, y, z) (±10× 10−3,±10× 10−3,±1× 10−3)Nm2
Table 6.10: Simulation parameters for the 160m× 160m case study
Figure 6.32: Sun map of the 160m × 160m test solar sail with a uniform circle radius of
69.05◦ and sun map points 1736
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Figure 6.33: RCD torques for the 160m× 160m case study
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Figure 6.34: RCD torques for the 160m× 160m sail case study
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Figure 6.35: Reaction wheel torque and RPM for the 160m× 160m sail case study
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Figure 6.36: Rotation rates for the 160m× 160m sail case study
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6.5.4 Scalability Simulations Summary
From the above simulation results and the summation table 6.11 it can be concluded that
the proposed concept can indeed act as an effective attitude control system for future large
scale solar sail missions.
Sail Size 40 80 160
Uniform Circle 72 70.35 69.05
Sun map points 19824 18716 1736
RCD manoeuvre time (min) 50.45 52.33 56.12
Hybrid manoeuvre time (min) 10.3 16.5 23.41
Table 6.11: Cases study simulation results
The uniform circle of the different sails has a relatively small deviation. This deviation
can be attributed to the fact that the control requirements were not scaled with the same
ratio as the sail size. They were scaled by an order of magnitude to be more in line with the
increase of inertia. As the sail increases in size, a larger heavier supporting structure will be
required further contributing to the increase of inertia. The sun map was calculated with a
1◦ step, which caused further deviation.
The rest-to-rest manoeuvre time is driven primarily by the controller. Since these control
gains remained fixed and an integrator anti-windup was used, the manoeuvre was completed
in comparable time. The controller commands larger control torques for longer. It can be
seen that the commanded torque levels follow the inertia increase between the test cases. This
holds true for the case where the Sun angle is not near the edge of its control authority. As
the sun angle increases due to the sail manoeuvre, and the control margin decreases, the extra
torque will not be available and the sail slew rate will decrease. The manoeuvre completion
time is comparable to the times demonstrated in literature for manoeuvres performed with
soar sails using some of the methods mentioned in chapter 2. It should be noted that very
fast attitude control manoeuvres and large angular rates can have undesirable effects such
as exciting vibrations in the sail membrane.
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The hybrid control law shows significant improvement in the slew rate and manoeuvre
completion time. In the 40m× 40m sail test case the manoeuvre was completed almost five
times faster when compared to the RCDs only case while for the 160m × 160m sail test
case it was completed in hlaf the time. Commercial reaction wheels were use which were
not designed to control spacecraft with such large inertias. Nonetheless, the hybrid control
scheme yields good results. The reaction wheels provide large torque at the starting phase
of the manoeuvre and are slowly being desaturated by the excess torque from the RCDs.
The reflectivity coefficients for the 40m × 40m sail test case were integrated during the
attitude manoeuvre to find the reflectivity of the RCDs. During this manoeuvre, the com-
bined reflectivity of the RCDs was 91.66%. At the end of the manoeuvre, only 5.42% of the
reflectivity was needed to counteract the sail disturbance and maintain the attitude. The
rest 94.58% is producing useful torque. Given this high percentage of reflectivity, the RCD
area should be taken into account when calculating the efficiency and orbit of the sail.
6.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the two different simulations environments created to simulate the sail
control concept behaviour were presented. The first environment was used to simulated the
control scheme which makes use of only the RCDs for attitude control while the second
implements the hybrid control scheme which augments the RCDs with reaction wheels.
A small 12m × 12m solar sail was used to showcase the functionality of the simulation
environment performing a 3-axis manoeuvre.
In line with the analysis performed in chapter 4 a 20m × 20m sail was simulated using
the developed simulation environments. This sail was using 4 RCDs per side and a total of
16 different rest-to-rest manoeuvres were executed. These manoeuvres perfromed rotations
about the X, Y,Z axis only and in combination of all three.
In addition to the 4 RCDs per side 20×20m sail, a 3 and 5 RCDs per side 20×20m sails were
simulated to demonstrate and compare the effect of multiple RCDs using the same attitude
manoeuvres of section 6.2. The simulation results were in line with the analysis and all
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simulations were completed successfully. Furthermore, simulations with different CoM/CoP
offsets were performed. For both sections additional results were listed in appendix A
Finally, simulations relating to the scalability of the sail were conducted with a dedicated
conclusion subsection (6.5.4).
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
The aim of this research is to develop a 3-axis attitude control system specifically for solar
sails that will utilise RCDs and will have control authority over all three axis. This system
should be compatible with the long mission durations that solar sails tend to have and be
capable of heliocentric orbits. Current research in the control or solar sails using RCDs
presnts concpets with control authority over two of the axis only. The ability to control
independently any of the axis allows for a versatile system which can be tailored to meet
a broader range of mission requirements. This has been achieved in this thesis by placing
RCDs at the edge of the sail and tilted permanently with a fixed angle.
Two different technologies that can be used for this RCDs have been identified. Diffusion
RCDs which change between specular reflective state and diffused reflective state and trans-
missive RCDs which change between a transmissive and reflective state. Both of these RCDs
are suitable for the proposed concept. A numerical example was presented using transmissive
RCDs demonstrating the ability of the concept to generate torque independently about each
axis and in some configurations having the same order of magnitude. The performance of
the various configurations can be compared using several comparison metrics that have been
developed in this thesis. An iterative design method was proposed for obtaining an RCD
configuration that meets the mission requirements and constraints.
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A number of parameters have been analysed and their effect on the proposed concept dis-
cussed. It was identified that scaling upwards a solar sail has no impact on the sail in terms of
its sun map uniform circle radius but it will have adverse effects on its agility since the inertia
is not scaled proportionally. Adding more RCDs adds control points and produces a more
rounded control envelope and larger volume but becomes more computationally expensive.
It was concluded that a good compromise is to have four RCDs per side. Furthermore, a
method was proposed whereby the additional RCDs, control points and redundancy can be
maintained while minimising the computational load.
The effects of the RCD angle were analysed and it was identified that a larger uniform circle
radius is achieved by alternating the angles between the edge and the middle RCDs. The
effects of CoP/CoM were discussed and it was shown that the concept is valid irrespective
of the position of the CoP (being above or below the CoM).
A hybrid control law was developed that complements the RCDs with reaction wheels
which mitigates the scaling issue with the large inertias and achieves faster slew rates. The
proposed concept and the developed control laws were verified via numerous simulations for
different angles, variation of RCD number, CoP/CoM offets and sail sizes.
In conclusion it was shown that the proposed concept can generate an arbitrary control
vector within a convex polyhedron and have control authority over all three axis independ-
ently.
7.2 Future Work
This thesis premise of 3-axis attitude control of solar sails utilising RCD was examined
through simulations which verified its effectiveness. There is still some future work that can
be carried out which is discussed below.
The redundancy and failure tolerance of the system can be investigated in greater detail
ranging from complete RCD failure to slow and gradual degradation. Having more RCDs
will increase the number of solutions available for a single torque vector which will make
for a more fault tolerant and robust system. The way of finding the torque envelope will
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perhaps need to be rethought in the case of an RCD failure. Perhaps rather than using the
convex, a tighter fitting boundary might be more suitable.
One other point of improvement could be in the way the envelopes are calculated. This
is a computationally heavy task and an improvement in speed would be a useful addition.
Reasearch could be done on a different method of creating/approximating this or imple-
menting it on different hardware such as a Field Programmable Gate Array. Along with the
torque envelope a more efficient way of finding the saturation vector would be beneficial.
The simulations were done with respect to an inertial frame. The control law could be
adapted to take into account the orbit rotation and the simulation could be expanded to
simulate the performance of this concept in a heliocentric orbit.
During the simulations if the torque assignment module was unable to find a solution, it
would reduce the commanded torque vector by 1% and repeat until feasible solution was
obtained. Instead of this heuristic method, a linear optimisation method similar to the one
used to assign the torques can be implemented enabling it to find an optimal solution.
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Appendix A
Supplementary Simulation Results
In this appendix supplementary results are provided for some of the simulations carried in
chapter 6.
A.1 Supplementary Simulation Results for Simulations
with Different Number of RCDs
In this section, the plots listed below are provided to supplement the results of the simulations
carried in section 6.3 which simulated two sails with different number of RCDs per side.
Figure A.1 - Plots of angular rates using RCDs only
Figure A.2 - Plots of angular rates using the hybrid control scheme
Figure A.3 - Plots of RCD torques using RCDs only
Figure A.4 - Plots of RCD torques using the hybrid control scheme
Figure A.5 - Plots of RW torques using the hybrid control scheme
Figure A.6 - Plots of RW RPM using the hybrid control scheme
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Figure A.1: Plots of angular rates of sails with different RCD number per side using RCDs
only
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Figure A.2: Plots of angular rates of sails with different RCD number per side using the
hybrid control scheme
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Figure A.3: Plots of RCD torques of sails with different RCD number per side using RCDs
only
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Figure A.4: Plots of RCD torques of sails with different RCD number per side using the
hybrid control scheme
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Figure A.5: Plots of RW torques of sails with different RCD number per side using the
hybrid control scheme
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Figure A.6: Plots of RW RPM of sails with different RCD number per side using the hybrid
control scheme
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A.2 Supplementary Simulation Results for Simulations
with Different CoP
In this section, the plots listed below are provided to supplement the results of the simulations
carried in section 6.4 which simulated sails with different CoP.
Results for the sails with CoP (-0.05,-0.05,-0.5) and (0.05,0.05,0.5):
Figure A.7 - Plots of angular rates using RCDs only
Figure A.8 - Plots of angular rates using the hybrid control scheme
Figure A.9 - Plots of RCD torques using RCDs only
Figure A.10 - Plots of RCD torques using the hybrid control scheme
Figure A.11 - Plots of RW torques using the hybrid control scheme
Figure A.12 - Plots of RW RPM using the hybrid control scheme
Results for the sails with zero CoP/CoM offset:
Figure A.13 - Plots of angular rates
Figure A.14 - Plots of RCD torques
Figure A.15 - Plots of RW RPM and torques
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Figure A.7: Plots of angular rates of sails with different CoM/CoP offset using RCDs only
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Figure A.8: Plots of angular rates of sails with different CoM/CoP offset using the hybrid
control scheme
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Figure A.9: Plots of RCD torques of sails with different CoM/CoP offset using RCDs only
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Figure A.10: Plots of RCD torques of sails with different CoM/CoP offset using the hybrid
control scheme
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Figure A.11: Plots of RW torques of sails with different CoM/CoP offset using the hybrid
control scheme
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Figure A.12: Plots of RW torques of sails with different CoM/CoP offset using the hybrid
control scheme
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Figure A.13: Plots of angular rates of sail with zero CoM/CoP offset
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Figure A.14: Plots of RCD torques of sail with zero CoM/CoP offset
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Figure A.15: Plots of RW RPM and torques of sail with zero CoM/CoP offset
Appendix B
Solar Sailing Missions
A plethora of new orbits and missions that would otherwise be inconceivable or propellant
consuming are possible with the use of Solar Sails. Some of the proposed missions that
would make use of Solar Sails are listed below.
Geostrom
The Geostorm [47, 77] warning mission proposed to use a Solar Sail and use its limitless
∆v to be placed at an artificial Lagrange point. At 0.98AU from the sun this satellite
could provide two to three times faster warning for harmful solar events such as corona mass
ejections and solar storms. Geostorm was to be a spin stabilised sailcraft, a reaction control
system (RCS) was to be used for trajectory control manoeuvres towards its flight and then
for spinning the sail.
Geosail
Geosail [43, 57–60] was a proposed low cost mission to study the Earth’s magneto-tail. A
three month per year observation would have been achieved if a conventional spacecraft were
to be used, by using a solar sail instead, observations in each orbit would have been possible.
Due to the low characteristic acceleration required (0.09985mm/s2) such a mission would be
achievable in the near future. Cold gas thrusters were to be used for initial attitude control
and then a spin stabilisation scheme.
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Interstellar Heliopause Probe (IHP)
The Interstellar Heliopause Probe (IHP) [65, 66, 84] [84] is a mission intending to reach the
outer limits of the solar system in order to investigate the physics of the heliosphere and local
interstellar medium. A high performance Solar Sail would be required to reach distance up
to 200AU in 15 years according to NASA or 25 according to ESA due to different sail sizes
used in the studies. At first the probe would approach the sun to take advantage of the high
SRP and achieve a hyperbolic trajectory. The sail after about a distance of 5AU would be
jettisoned as the amount of the thrust produced would be very small. A spin stabilisation
method would be utilised.
Solar Sail Kinetic Energy Impactor (KEI) Mission
The objective of this proposed mission was the deflection of an asteroid form a collision
path with Earth. The impactor would collide with the asteroid changing its orbit. The
advantages of sailcrafts is that they can reach higher velocities and subsequently larger
momentum transfer to the asteroid. Several Solar Sails would be required to deflect the
asteroid [53, 79, 80].
Small Scale Solar Sail Missions
Owing to the low technology readiness level and ambition of the previously listed missions
none of them were ever realised. With that in mind simpler demonstration missions are
needed that will prove the reliability of the critical subsystems of deployment and attitude
control. Below some of this demonstration missions are discussed.
Cosmos 1 (Planetary Society)
Cosmos 1 [11, 49] was the first Solar Sail ever built in 2005. Its was designed and constructed
by the Planetary Society but unfortunately the launcher vehicle malfunctioned before the
spacecraft could reach orbit. An Earth centred orbit was chosen with an altitude of 859km,
and as proof of SRP the sail would experience an increase in orbit. A spin stabilised disc
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sail was chosen with 8mx15m blades. Each of the blade could be rotated so as to control
the attitude.
NanoSail-D (NASA)
Another unfortunate accident in the history of Solar Sail prevented this demonstrator from
being placed in orbit. SpaceX‘s Falcon-1 on which NanoSail-D was riding failed at stage
separation and exploded. NanoSail-D was the product of almost a decade of research by
NASA on Solar Sails. It was a 10m2 sail stowed in a 3U CubeSat structure. The missions
objectives were to demonstrated deployment and the effects of drag on the sail for deor-
biting. As such no active attitude control system was used. It employed a passive system,
a permanent magnet for detumbling and then the drag effect for passive stabilisation. In
2010 NASA decided to launch the flight spare, named NanoSail-D2 [38, 69]. It was launched
along with FASTSAT mission and was inserted into a 650Km circular orbit. NanoSail-D2
re-entered the atmosphere after 240 days, lasting two to three times longer than expected.
LigthSail-1
The Planetary Society after the failed launch of Cosmos-1 is undertaking a series of Solar
Sail mission called LightSail. LightSail-1 [48, 63, 67] which is a modification of NASA’s
NanoSail-D aims to primarily demonstrate the deployment of a 322 4-quadrant square sail
and measure the solar radiation pressure. LightSail-2 is to demonstrate Solar Sail propulsion
while LightSail-3 aims to escape Earth’s gravity. LightSail-1 for attitude determination
uses four panel mounted sun sensors and three single axis gyros. A momentum wheel and
magnetorquers are used for attitude control within a 10◦ accuracy. It was launched on the
20th of May 2015 at an orbit of 800Km. It started off to a rocky start with software and
communication issues. On the 7th of June the sail successfully deployed and the mission
was declared a success. After 7 days, it reentered the Earths atmosphere.
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Gossamer-1 (DLR/ESA)
In collaboration with the European Space Agency and the German Space Agency (DLR)
was planing a series of Solar Sail demonstration missions called Gossamer [83]. Much like
the Planetary Society’s plan Gossamer-1 will demonstrate deployment of a 5x5m sail in a
one week mission. Gossamer-2 will deploy a 20x20m sail with limited demonstration of orbit
and attitude control, while Gossamer-3 will be a 50x50m sail with full control with the intent
to escape Earth’s orbit.
CU Aerospace’s CubeSail
Figure B.1: CU Aerospace’s CubeSail [64]
The University of Illinois in conjunction with CU Aerospace are constructing a Solar Sail
called CubeSail [55, 64]. Their sail consists of a strip 0.77m × 260m attached to two 1.5U
CubeSats which separated from each other in orbit. This is a precursor to UltraSail, which
will be a spin stabilised Solar Sail consisting of multiple CubeSat like structures that will
deploy long film to form a Heliogyro.
Sunjammer
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Figure B.2: Early prototype by L’Garde 1/4 the size of Sunjammer sail [18]
Sunjammer [18] was slated to be NASA’s first solar sail mission to deep space. After 4
years of development and over $21 milion spent, it was cancelled in October 2014 due to
key integration issues that increased the schedule risk. It was meant to be a technology
demonstration mission with L’Garde as the primary contractor tasked to build it. It as a
32m× 32m square sail weighing only 32Kg with articulated vanes at the end of the booms.
Its destination was near the Earth-Sun L1 points with several instruments to monitor space
weather.
NEA scout
Even though the Sunjammer mission was cancelled, NASAs interest in solar sails has not
died. The Near-Earth Asteroid Scout [85] (NEA Scout) was announced in 2014. In contrast
to the large Sunjammer sail, NEA scout is to be a small 83m2 solar sail based on the
cubesat structure. It is planned to be a 6-u cubesat with a stowed envelope of roughly
10cm×20cm×30cm and a mass less than 12Kg. The 83m2 solar sail will be supported by 4
7m deployable booms. It will use cold gas propulsion and CoM offset techniques for attitude
control. The primary goal of NEA Scout besides demonstrating solar sailing technology is to
perform reconnaissance of an asteroid. NEA scout along with 13 other cubesats is baselined
to be launched with the Orion EM1 mission in a heliocentric orbit which will allow it to
perform a flyby the moon.
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Figure B.3: Artists impression of NEA-Scout [86]
